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Marked trails abandoned for contour lines that blur 
into ridge traverses and summit climbs—fast-moving 
days in the high country rarely plot out neatly on a 
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186 TRAIL RACES 
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
March 1 – September 30, 2015

MAKE IT EASY 
FOR YOURSELF!
You can register for many Trophy Series races at www.ultrasignup.com

WHAT
186 races divided into two divisions: 
Non-Ultra (under 26 miles) and Ultra 
(26 miles and longer)

WHERE
Races are held throughout the United 
States and Canada (see the list of 
races starting on page 62)

WHO
Finish any Trophy Series race and 
you’re automatically entered in the 
2015 Trophy Series

WHY
Win prize packages and enjoy the 
camaraderie of the trail-running 
community. Trophy Series sponsors 
have provided thousands of dollars’ 
worth of prizes for 2015 runners.

NEW IN 2015!
Share your Trophy Series race photos and win.
• Tag your photos on Instagram with #trophyseries.
• Share with your friends and family.
• Trophy Series participants will pick the best image each week.
• Winning photos will be shared in our e-newsletter, Inside Dirt,

and on trailrunnermag.com.
• Winners will be awarded prizes from our Trophy Series sponsors.
• First winner announced April 1, 2015.
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2015 TROPHY SERIES SPONSORS AND PRIZES

RUN 
ON 
DIRT
If you’ve ever 
stepped off the 
road, you’re a trail 
runner—and this 
series is for you. 
Join the fun and 
camaraderie of 
North America’s 
largest points-based 
trail-race series.

www.trailrunnermag.
com/races/ 
trophy-series



GRAND PRIZES
2016 Golden Ultra
The runner who runs the most races and the runner who runs the most actual miles 
walk away with a grand-prize entry to the 2016 Golden Ultra. The prize includes 
race registration, food and accommodations for this three-day stage race held in the 
mountains of Golden, British Columbia. $600 value. 

FOR MORE INFO GO TO: www.trailrunnermag.com/races/trophy-series

186 TRAIL RACES 
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
March 1 – September 30, 2015

ICEBUG
Zeal-olx
MSRP $185
Innovative HGMS2 
midsole construction 
that offers 
protection, cushioning and stability. Super-
grippy rubber compound with 16 carbide 
studs and non-water–absorbing, lightweight 
materials. www.icebug.com/int/

PEARL IZUMI
EM Trail N2 
(Neutral)
MSRP: $120
How did we improve the 
award-winning Trail N2? 
We dialed in the mid-
foot fit and feel with an updated foot-hugging 
upper and enhanced the outsole for improved 
wet-weather traction. This shoe will keep you 
trucking along in smooth safe comfort, mile 
after treacherous mile. www.pearlizumi.com

ADIDAS OUTDOOR
Gift Certificate
UP TO $160 IN VALUE
Choose shoes from 
Adidas Outdoor. Details 
on the Trophy Series 
prize page at trailrunnermag.com.
www.adidasoutdoor.com

SMARTWOOL
PhD Run Short
MSRP: $80
The all-new PhD 
Run Short keeps 
Merino wool next 
to skin for comfort 
with a seamless 
brief, and features a secure back-zip pocket 
and 360-degree reflectivity. 
www.smartwool.com

HONEY STINGER
Special Package: 
Organic Gels, 
Energy Chews and 
Running Hat
MSRP $79
Gels are an organic 
blend of tapioca syrup, organic honey and 
electrolytes. www.honeystinger.com

LIFESTRAW
Go Water Filter Bottle
MSRP: $35 Integrating the 
award-winning LifeStraw® 
Personal water filter into a 
sport bottle, the LifeStraw® 
Go removes 99.9999% of 
bacteria, and 99.9% of 
protozoa. www.buylifestraw.com

PRO TEC
The Orb 5” Massage 
Ball.
MSRP $20
Multi-directional roll 
provides focused massage to target areas. 
www.pro-tecathletics.com

2XU
Performance Run 
Calf Sleeves
MSRP $45
Seamless, gradient 
compression for 
increased blood flow 
and maximum muscle 
containment. www.2xu.com

AMPHIPOD
Hydraform Handheld 
20-Oz. Thermal-Lite
MSRP $24 
All the benefits of the classic 
HydrofoamTM Handheld with 
added low-profile storage and 
insulation sleeve. Ergonomic design allows 
hand to relax. www.amphipod.com

TRAIL TOES
Trail Toes Cream
MSRP $12
A phenomenal, ultra-extreme, 
anti-friction foot cream. 
www.trailtoes.com

| TRAIL FIEND – Most Races     | TRAIL MOGUL – Most Actual Miles

www.goldenultra.com

PRIZE PACKAGES BELOW GO TO THE 6 TOP ULTRARUNNERS AND 14 TOP NON-ULTRA RUNNERS

OSPREY
Rev 6
MSRP: $100
Stay hydrated and fueled while being 
fast and light. www.ospreypacks.com/en/
product/endurance__trail_fitness/rev_6
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Hot Creek Trail 
W H I T M O R E  T U B S  R OA D/
H OT  C R E E K  H ATC H E RY 
R OA D,  M A M M OT H  L A K E S , 
C A L I F O R N I A

RUNNERS: Gracie Hammer and Kenny Palmer, 
both of Mammoth Lakes, California.
LOCATION: Located at 7,000 feet only 15 
minutes south of Mammoth Lakes, Hot Creek 
is just what is sounds like—a hot creek due to 
geothermal heating.   

The Hot Creek trail system, with expansive 
views of the snowcapped High Sierra, is on the 
left side of Hot Creek Hatchery Road, starting 
at a gravel parking lot. Run for about a mile 
on meandering singletrack (with some paved 
sections near the end). You will then merge 
with Hot Creek Hatchery Road and have the 
choice of running south to Whitmore Tub Road 
or following any of the other small roads. 

The dirt roads and trail systems throughout 
the area offer a mostly flat workout at any 
distance. Many half-marathon-distance training 
loops have an elevation gain of less than 500 
feet.  Although Hot Creek itself is closed to 
swimming due to its unpredictable changes 
in temperature, there are several natural hot 
springs nearby to soak in after your run.
DIFFICULTY: Moderate.
INFO/SOURCES:
www.volcanoes.usgs.gov 
www.fs.usda.gov 
www.mammothtrackclub.com 
www.visitmammoth.com
www.monocounty.org 

PHOTO BY CODY TUTTLE

Patagonia Men’s Strider Pro Shorts - 5” / $59 /
Patagonia Women’s Strider Pro Shorts - 3” / $59 / 
Designed for the core trail runner, the feature-rich Strider 
Pro Shorts are made of fast-drying polyester. Details: 
four envelope pockets overlap on back hips; center-back 
zippered pocket; odor-resistant built-in liner. 
www.patagonia.com
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N ot long ago, I spent a year in 
Abu Dhabi, a hot, humid island 
where green space is mostly 
confined to highway medians. 

The running “trail” co-workers recommended 
when I first moved there—in fact, the only 
place they could think of to run, aside from 
the gym—was the Corniche, a beachfront 
walkway made of brick and hosed down 
every morning. That got boring, fast. 

BY PAUL CUNO-BOOTH

Adventure’s 
Where the 
Heart Is
Sometimes, you have to get creative

So I used my weekend long runs to explore the fringes of the rapidly 
expanding city, places I’d never otherwise have had a reason to see. Soon, I 
stumbled on several semi-developed satellite islands, connected by bridges to 
the main island. On one of them, developers had built a mile-long suspension 
bridge and nothing else (as of a year ago), leaving acres of sand, scrub and 
low limestone bluffs, criss-crossed by a few faint 4-wheeler tracks. On other 
islands, gleaming skyscrapers cast shade on plains of hard-packed sand, where 
bumpy bulldozer tracks, man-made gullies and back-hoed mesas offered an 
industrial approximation of trail running.

Those Abu Dhabi “trail” runs have been on my mind lately, having read about 
the resourcefulness of other runners in several stories for this month’s issue of 
Trail Runner. In “Take Your Mark,” Joe Garland writes about Eric Turkewitz, a 
Manhattan lawyer who turned a few disconnected strands of trail in a sleepy 
New York suburb into a contiguous 13-mile loop that hosts the popular Paine to 
Pain Trail Half Marathon. In “Adventure,” Doug Mayer takes winter running to 
a new level by slogging up the Mount Washington Auto Road, to the top of the 
mountain that famously boasts the “world’s worst weather.” And in “Training,” 
Garett Graubins shares creative ways to fit trail-race training into a busy 
schedule. These runners show that you don’t need remote wilderness, sunny 
weather or even trails, really, to have trail-worthy adventures. 

I’ve run some impossibly scenic trails—on 13,000-foot ridgelines in 
Colorado, between colossal canyon walls in Moab, under thick deciduous 
canopies in the Midwest—but those aren’t always the runs I remember most. I 
always come back to the times I’ve had to get creative to find dirt to run on, or 
when weather, ill-preparedness or getting lost has turned a ho-hum run into a 
thrilling test of man vs. nature. Sometimes, those runs take place miles from 
civilization; sometimes, on a sandy lot on the edge of town.  TR

PEOPLE

EDITOR’S NOTE
LET TERS

MAKING TR ACKS
EVERMAN’S 

EXPOSED

ICEBUG.COM  •  FACEBOOK.COM/ICEBUGUSA  •  INFO@ICEBUGINC.COM  •  855.201.7694

RUN EVERYWHERE THIS WINTER
Icebug, we believe that slick icy roads, snowy trails and wet pavements shouldn’t 

slow you down or keep you inside on a boring treadmill this winter. That’s why 

we design shoes to help you enjoy real running, all year long. Our built-in traction 

allows you to keep training on wintry trails and roads, secure in the knowledge 

that our patented carbide-studded BUGrip® soles provide unparalleled grip, 

no matter what Mother Nature throws at you.

ICEBUG.COM  •  FACEBOOK.COM/ICEBUGUSA  •  INFO@ICEBUGINC.COM  •  855.201.7694
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I really appreciated your article in the September 2014 issue regarding the 
importance of the thoracic diaphragm [“The Forgotten Muscle,” Issue 98]. When 
I first read it, I had only a week before my next race, so I started experimenting 
with the exercises. On race day, I kept breathing as I had practiced, and was able to 
efficiently rid myself of side stitches and fatigue, and finished feeling very strong.

 —Camille Stephens, Logan, UT 

BREATHE EASY

BRUTALLY HONEST
There has been a whole lot of brutal 
honesty in the Trail Runner stories 
recently, whether it was the feature 
on the three women overcoming 
life challenges [“The Hope Seekers,” 
June 2014, Issue 96], the story on 
eating disorders [“No Room for 
Shame,” December 2014, Issue 100] 
or a number of others. 

Much good will come from so 
many people willing to share a piece 
of themselves with the community.

 —Chris Wristen, Overland Park, KS

ROOKIE LOVE
I am new to trail running and 
loved your articles in the October 
2014 issue [Issue 99]. For a newbie, 
I learned a lot from “The Injury 
Games,” “Sound Nutrition” and 
“Get Stronger the Right Way.” I 
hate taking time off from running 
because of injuries, and we all need 
to be cautious to not keep running 
when we are injured, especially if 
we want to continue our passion.  

Your article on sound nutrition 
helped me understand the 
importance of refueling properly after 
the damage that my body incurs.  As 
for getting stronger through strength 
training, thanks for encouraging me 
to continue my strength training 
and breaking the myth that I will get 
bulky from weight lifting. 

Great magazine, for trail and 
road runners!

 —Pascale NGO, Artesia, CA

SALT SHAKEUP
I just read the article about salt 
consumption and training/racing 
[Ask the Coach, October 2014, 
Issue 99]. My chiropractor recently 

recommended I add Himalayan 
salt to my water for training. For a 
few months now, it has replaced my 
other pre-, during- and post-workout 
hydration/electrolyte sources. 

This past weekend I completed 
the Las Vegas Ragnar Relay, as an 
ultra team member, earning over 26 
miles alone (which was my personal 
goal).  During and post race, I had 
no cramping or fatigue. 

One of my fellow teammates asked 
another, “What has she been taking?” 
The reply was, “Must be the salt she’s 
been adding to her water,” as they all 
know I am not a fan of running.   

 —Diane Balzer, Las Vegas, NV

OVERCOMING ADVERSITY
Thank you for your article on 
eating disorders [“No Room for 
Shame,” December 2014, Issue 
100]. I have struggled since my 
teen years with disordered eating. 
Due to medical problems, I’m often 
on medications that cause weight 
gain. In the last few years, I have 
fluctuated between being obese 
and dangerously thin. I’ve abused 
the privilege of running for half an 
inch of fat. Your article opened my 
eyes to see that not only am I not 
alone, but I can overcome it. 

 —Jessica Bennett, Port Angeles, WA

GIVE ME ANOTHER 100
As a charter subscriber, I 
congratulate you on your 100th issue 
[December 2014]. I look forward to 
receiving at least another 100 issues. 

 —Stan Oberg, Moraga, CA 

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
The article “Water Locked” in 
your December issue [Great 

Escapes, Issue 100] was a great 
read.  It’s a good reminder that 
not all of Washington is subject 
to gray skies and constant 
rain. Instead, it gets half the 
precipitation and much more sun 
than the gray city of Seattle.

One of the greatest aspects of 
Orcas Island is its variety of activities.  
Sometimes it can feel selfish to plan 
vacations around my own hobbies.  
Instead of ditching my non-running 
family and friends, I can meet them at 
the top of Mount Constitution (they’d 
drive to the top while I’d take the 
trails).  Or better yet, they can spend 
the day at Rosario, while I run the 
annual Orcas Island 50K!

—Steven Hammond, Kirkland, WA

FEELING UNDERSTOOD
Sitting out with an extended injury 
or condition is intolerable—I 
imagine that I seem overdramatic 
and even boring when trying to 
explain to my family, friends, 
coworkers ... hell, anyone, what it’s 
like for me to not be running due 
to my knee issue. Thank you for 
“The Injury Games” [October 2014, 
Issue 99]—I felt understood and 
not alone.

—Angie Kern, Uniontown, PA

DIPSEA = AWESOME
Rickey Gates’ article about the 
Dipsea Race in Issue 99 [Run 
Amok, October 2014] was great. 
I have never run the race but I 
have supported my father, who is 
a cancer survivor. He talks about 
the race as one of the best races he 
has ever run. I hope to run it with 
him someday. 

—Steve Worthy, Crestwood, MO
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Overheard 
trailrunnermag.com

In response to our 
online article “The 
Oversharing Trap”:

“Watching 
everyone else 
post their explicit, 
minute details has 
led to more self 
doubt and despair 
than I’d like it 
admit. Questions 
of ‘Am I training 
enough?’ ‘Should I 
be cross training as 
hard?’ even ‘How is 
she faster than me 
when she weighs 
so much?’”

—Caitlin

Online 
Highlights

Pro Lessons on 
the 50-Mile Leap 
http://tinyurl.com/
kk4nwpa

6 Top Teas for 
Trail Runners
http://tinyurl.com/
l9hfbp4

21 Scenic Races 
for Your 2015 
Bucket List 
http://tinyurl.com/
pn6edyk
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WARNING! The activities 
described in Trail Runner carry a 
significant risk of personal injury 
or death. DO NOT participate 
in these activities unless you 
are an expert, have sought or 
obtained qualified professional 
instruction or guidance, are 
knowledgeable about the risks 
involved, and are willing to 
assume personal responsibility 
for all risks associated with 
these activities. TRAIL RUNNER 
MAKES NO WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OF 
ANY KIND REGARDING THE 
CONTENTS OF THIS MAGAZINE, 
AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS 
ANY WARRANTY REGARDING 
THE ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY 
OF INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN. Trail Runner further 
disclaims any responsibility 

for injuries or death incurred by 
any person engaging in these 
activities. Use the information 
contained in this magazine at 
your own risk, and do not depend 
on the information contained in 
this magazine for personal safety 
or for determining whether to 
attempt any climb, route or 
activity described herein.

The views herein are those 
of the writers and advertisers; 
they do not necessarily reflect 
the views of Trail Runner’s 
ownership. 
 • Manuscripts, photographs and 
correspondence are welcome. 
Unsolicited materials should 
be accompanied by return 
postage. Trail Runner is not 
responsible for unsolicited 
materials. All manuscripts and 
photos are subject to Trail Runner’s 

terms, conditions and rates 
• Please allow up to 6 weeks for 
the first issue after subscribing 
or a change of address (to expect 
continuous service).
No part of this publication may 
be reproduced without written 
permission from the publisher.
© Copyright 2014 by Big Stone Publishing Ltd.
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#fireupyourrun

Fire up your run with great visibility tips at:
nathansports.com/visibility101

Zephyr Fire Hand Torch
>> Runners’ flashlight with hand strap
>> 24-degree downward angle

Zephyr Fire Hand Torch
>> Runners’ flashlight with hand strap
>> 24-degree downward angle

Zephyr Fire Hand Torch

THE NEW STARS
OF YOUR
NIGHT RUN
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BY NICK WOJTASIK

2014 Trophy Series Roundup

Some 30,000 runners descended on trails all 
over the continent last year to compete in 
the Trail Runner Trophy Series, presented by 

Merrell, a points-based series of races in the United 
States and Canada.

And, now, in its 11th year, the 2015 Trophy Series 
will offer some 185 races, more than ever before. With 
everything from speedy 5Ks to 100-mile slogfests and 
24-hour events, the Trophy Series has something for 
all fitness levels. Regularly updated standings allow 
participants to go head-to-head against other local 
runners on their home turf, and compete for prizes, 
which include registration and accommodations at 

the Golden Ultra, a three-day 
stage race in the British Columbia 
Rockies, and cartloads of trail gear 
from Trophy Series sponsors.

Not that runners have to be 
competitive to enjoy the Trophy 
Series. “What I found on the trail 

was not having a concern for pace or even distance,” 
says male age-group winner Llew Williams, 56, of 
Sinking Spring, Pennsylvania. “[But] the joy of being 
in nature, discovering new experiences and meeting 
people on the trail.”

With nothing to lose, and adventure, camaraderie 
and a long weekend racing in Canada to gain, what 
are you waiting for? 

2014 Trail Runner 
Trophy Series  Results

[ NON-ULTRA / AGE GROUP MALE ]
10-19 | Bryce Gavitt, Hughesville PA, 17, 
3 races, 42.8 miles, 171.2 points
20-29 | David Roche, Palo Alto CA, 25, 
4 races, 61.32, 245.28 points
30-39 | Adam Russel, Rome PA, 35, 
10 races, 142.86 miles, 415.18 points
40-49 | Jeff Smucker, Woodward PA, 
48, 8 races, 123.5 miles, 346.1 points
50+ | Llew Williams, Sinking Spring PA, 
56, 11 races, 138.73 miles, 398.35 points

[ NON-ULTRA / AGE GROUP FEMALE ]
10-19 | Marcy Smucker, Woodward PA, 
18, 3 races, 48.3 miles, 141.4 points
20-29 | Johanna Ohm, State College PA, 
28, 5 races, 77.4 miles, 213 points

30-39 | Hayley Weyhe, State College 
PA, 39, 4 races, 60.8 miles, 243.2 points
40-49 | Meira Minard, State College PA, 
41, 5 races, 67 miles, 268 points
50+ | Pamela Hershberger, Clearville 
PA, 58, 7 races, 109.3 miles, 236.2 
points

[ ULTRA—MALE ]
1. Stephen Bridson, Stayner ON, 52, 
5 races, 231.567 miles, 636.108 points
2. Jeremy Bradford, Denver CO, 36, 
2 races, 200 miles, 600 points
3. Clay Williams, Guelph ON, 53, 
1 race, 139.75 miles, 559 points

[ ULTRA—FEMALE ]
1. Mindy Coolman, Missouri Valley IA, 
32, 5 races, 248 Miles, 837 points

2. Courtney Dauwalter, Denver CO, 31, 
5 races, 237.1 miles, 796.4 points
3. Kimberley Van Delst, Kitchener ON, 
44, 4 races, 280.51 miles, 630.03 points

[ MILE MOGUL }
Most Trophy Series Miles Run 
Male: Ali Turfe, Ann Arbor MI, 
400.8 miles  
Female: Anastasia Andrychowkski, 
Lake in the Hills IL, 313.1 miles

[ TRAIL FIEND ]
Most Trophy Series Races Run
Male: Chris Pabian, Turtle Creek PA, 
13 races
Female: Larie Hall, Morrisdale PA, 
7 races

[ SPOTLIGHT ]
Trophy 
Series 
Races

 WEST COAST:  
Smith Rock Ascent, 
Terrebonne, Oregon, May 
9, 2015.
Held among the pine 
forests and dramatic 
welded-tuff cliffs of 
Smith Rock State Park, a 
well-known destination 
for rock climbers, this 
15-mile race gains over 
3,000 feet. If you can 
handle the vert, you’ll 
be well rewarded with 
panoramic views of 
Oregon’s Three Sisters 
and a nice long descent.  
gobeyondracing.com

EAST COAST:  
Trail 2 Trail 50K, 20K, 10K 
and 5K, 
Southbury and 
Killingworth, 
Connecticut, May 16, 
2015 (Southbury); 
September 27, 2015 
(Killingworth).
Connecticut’s Trail 2 
Trail Race Series has two 
Trophy Series events, one 
in Kettletown State Park 
in Southbury and one in 
Killingworth’s Chatfield 
Hollow State Park. Held 
on 10K loop courses,  
both races feature miles 
of singletrack, varying 
from smooth dirt to rock 
slabs, through dense 
hardwood forests.  
trail2trailseries.com

SOUTH:  
Terrapin Mountain 50K 
and Half-Marathon, 
Sedalia, Virginia,
March 21, 2015.
These loop courses in 
Virginia’s gorgeous Blue 
Ridge Mountains take 
runners through valleys 
and over the ridges, up 
to the peak of 3,720-foot 
Terrapin Mountain (named 
for the turtle-shaped rock 
pile near the summit) and 
back down. eco-xsports.
com/events/terrapin
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You have to earn your views at Oregon’s Smith Rock Ascent.
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BY NICK WOJTASIK

A Man of 
Efficiency
Clay Williams snags a third-place 
Male Ultra finish in one fell swoop

I f the Trail Runner Trophy Series gave out an award for Most Efficient, 
Clay Williams, 53, of Guelph, Ontario, would have won it hands down. 
Williams, who finished third in the Male Ultra category, did so with a 
single 48-hour effort.

Williams, a manager for a manufacturer of industrial gearboxes, ran the Dirty 
Girls 48-Hour Run in Mansfield, Ontario, for the third time this year, coming 
in first male and second overall with a distance of 140.06 miles in 46 hours 10 
minutes 8 seconds. 

Next summer, Williams is planning an even longer run: 700 kilometers in seven 
days along the Erie Canal in New York and Welland Canal in Canada, to raise 
money and awareness for mental health. 

What specific training do you do 
for a 48-hour race? Along with 
the running mileage, I included 
core and leg-strength training 
in the gym as well as many 
miles dragging a tire around the 
neighborhood. My weekends 
leading up to the race consisted of 
20 to 25 miles Saturday morning, 
15 to 20 miles Sunday morning and 
five to six miles Sunday afternoon 
dragging a tire. 

What keeps you coming back to 
48-hour races? I’m a pretty slow 
runner, usually near the back of 
the pack in 100-mile races. But 
I found that the first year I ran 
[Dirty Girls], I was able to get by 
with less sleep than some of the 
competitors, and thought I could 
get a podium finish. The second 
year I was second-place male, and 
this year I focused on winning. 
I was first-place male, second 
overall to an amazing young lady, 
Jenny Kroeger.

What is most difficult about 
running for that long? It has 
been different each time. This 
year it was mental focus. Late in 
the run, when I was getting sleep 
deprived, I would find myself half 
asleep and barely moving if I didn’t 
intentionally focus on stepping 
and breathing.

What is the motivation behind 
running for mental-health 
awareness? My wife, my 
daughter and my oldest sister 
all suffer from depression, and 

my two oldest brothers took 
their own lives. The ladies spoke 
to someone they trusted and 
were able to get help dealing 
with their illness; the guys 
didn’t reach out. What if I could 
help spread the idea that it’s OK 
to talk about how you feel with 
someone you trust? Also, I’d like 
to promote physical activity as a 
way of making symptoms more 
manageable. It works well for 
my sister.

Why you should sign up 
for a Trophy Series race 
in 2015
• Get outside.
• Discover new trails and races in your area  

and beyond.
• Meet like-minded runners.
• Compete for awesome prize packages and a 

weekend of trail running at the Golden Ultra, 
a three-day stage race in the scenic mountain 
town of Golden, British Columbia.

• Share photos and stories from races on 
trailrunnermag.com and win prizes.

• See how you and your friends are doing with 
regularly updated standings.

• Have a shot at a shout-out in one of Trail 
Runner’s monthly online updates.

Q&A

“My dad introduced me to trail running. 
When you take a sport you already love and 
add a dash of adventure, well, you’re going 
to get hooked.”
 —Female 10-19 Age-Group Winner 
 Marcy Smucker, 18, 
 Woodward, Pennsylvania
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  of Gunn’s races are “zero-waste” events, which means he and 
his Ultra Adventures team recycle everything from paper and 
plastic to uneaten food ... and eaten food. Yes, that.

Using his own composting toilets—“Eco Commodes”—made of 
recycled materials, Gunn (above right) recycles human waste for 
use as fertilizer for non-produce plants.

“Whenever I go to an event with lots of people and port-
a-potties, I have a really twisted way of seeing the situation. 
I can’t help but think of all the compost that could have been 
made,” says Gunn. “Human waste is not really ‘waste’ at all, but 
a valuable resource.”

Gunn was inspired to create his commodes after a 
humanitarian trip to Haiti in 2010, where he was charged 
with the task of building self-sustainable schools, including 
functional and eco-friendly toilets. Upon returning to the 
States, he began building his own composting toilets for his 
race events.

“It’s such a simple and natural process to safely transform 
something so gross into something so useful,” says Gunn.  TR

Taking Eco-Friendly  
to a New Level
Ultra Adventures Race Director Matt Gunn’s 
“Eco Commodes” create zero waste by 
recycling … everything

BY ARIANNE BROWN

I f you find yourself running one of Matt Gunn’s Ultra 
Adventures races—which include classics like the Bryce 
Canyon, Zion and Grand Canyon ultras—you’ll not only 

be surrounded by some of the most amazing scenery in the 
Western United States, you’ll also be helping to keep those 
surroundings beautiful.
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RUN FREE
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ultra runner, Feetures! performance socks let you run  

free – free from blisters, free from discomfort, free to  

savor the joy of the run… free to soar above the trail.
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Ultra Fan
Utah’s Matt Van Horn brings his living room 
to the Wasatch Front 100
BY ARIANNE BROWN

W hen Utah ultrarunner Matt Van Horn, 43, 
learned that he would not be able to run the 
2014 Wasatch Front 100 Mile Endurance Run 

due to a knee injury, he could have wallowed in self-pity.

�at, however, was not Van Horn’s style.
He had many friends planning to run Wasatch, whom he still 

wanted to support, so he did what any good friend would do: he 
brought his living room—complete with La-Z-Boy recliner, end 
table, lamp, bookshelf, cooler and a large rectangular rug—and set 
up a makeshift cheering station along the race course. He made 
individual posters with racers’ names to encourage them along the 
way, moving camp three times and spending a total of 27 hours 
cheering on the runners.

“I didn’t want them to stop, but I wanted them to have some 
distraction from their tired bodies and minds,” says Van Horn. 

He provided just that and more, with runners thanking him for 
offering everything from encouragement to comic relief to some 
much-needed love.

“[He] had signs for each of us,” says friend and Wasatch 
runner Scott Wesemann. “I jumped in his lap and gave him a 
juicy kiss on the cheek and a hug. It really lifted our spirits for 
the next few miles.”

Van Horn is a fixture in the local trail-running community, 
one of only three to have ever completed the Millwood 100-mile 
route through the Wasatch mountains, and current holder of 
the fastest time for the Utah Triple Crown—the three highest 
mountains in Utah in one run.  TR

Matt Van Horn’s home away from home at the Wasatch Front 100..
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Enjoying Colorado’s San Juan Mountains during 
the San Juan Solstice 50-Mile Run, one of the 
country’s toughest and most-scenic events.
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Enter the 
Trail Runner/
Mammut
Reader Photo 
Contest 

Please email low-resolution 72-ppi jpegs (no more than six at a time) to: 
photos@bigstonepub.com. We will request high-res files of images selected for 
final consideration. 

In each issue, we will pick an Editors’ Choice image, and the  
photographer will receive a pair of Mammut MTR 141 shoes. 
MSRP: $119 (www.mammut.ch)

Setting the pace, Table Rock in the Palisades, near 
Calistoga, California, with Napa Valley in  
the background.

H a r d y W i ls o nP H O T O

R U N N E R R o b e r t  R h o d e s
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BY DOUG MAYER

Running the Rockpile
Mount Washington is “Home of the World’s Worst Weather” and one of the East’s best running adventures

I am running on the Mount Washington Auto Road, my 
feet wending their way through icy “death cookies,” left by a 
Bombardier snow tractor, the only vehicle passing this way this 
time of year. In places, the road is scoured to dirt or pavement. 
Elsewhere, drifts up to three feet have accumulated and hardened 
into frozen waves in mid-break. I keep my head down and stare 
at the undulating ridges left by the machine’s mechanical track.    
After an hour and 50 minutes, I’m a mile from the summit of the 
Northeast’s tallest peak. 

There are other ways up this mountain. Plenty of them. A mile 
away, ice climbers are swinging their tools up Pinnacle Gully in 
Huntington Ravine. Backcountry skiers are kicking steps into the 
headwall of Tuckerman Ravine. Dozens of hikers will be taking 

Lion’s Head Trail up to the summit. But here, alone on the north 
slope that drops away to the Great Gulf Wilderness, I’ve picked an 
idea that’s either ingenious, idiotic or a bit of each. And, by this 
mountain’s winter standards, it’s not a half-bad day to go for a run.

In the White Mountains of New Hampshire, Mount 
Washington stands at 6,288 feet, but its statistics are practically 
unrivalled for a mountain of such small stature. Only the planet’s 
poles and highest peaks come close. Winds exceed the 75-miles-
per-hour threshold for hurricane force over 100 days each year, 
earning the mountain its moniker as “Home of the World’s Worst 
Weather.” For over 60 years, the peak boasted the world’s highest 
recorded wind gust: 231 mph, on the afternoon of April 12, 1934. 
The summit is in the clouds over 300 days each year. More than 
135 people have perished from injury and exposure on its slopes.

I live in the heart of the White Mountain National Forest, 
so Mount Washington is in my backyard—and, in that regard, 
I consider myself lucky. In more summery conditions, my dog 
Samivel and I can run from the door of my house to the summit.

And, each June, I find myself among the 1,300 runners 
who take part in the annual Mount Washington Road Race 
to the top of the peak affectionately dubbed “The Rockpile” 
by the handful of year-round summit residents who work 

I t’s February 25. The temperature is -10 
degrees, the wind from the Northwest 
gusting to 50 mph, and a ground blizzard is 
starting to take shape. Graupel, snowflakes 

encrusted in ice, stings my face. The wind begins 
its familiar games, slowing my pace.

The author (left) and Cath Goodwin on a fair winter 
day on Mount Washington, with the Great Gulf 
Wilderness and Mount Adams in the background.
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Rather than ending 
my season on Mount 
Washington with the 
Road Race, like Forrest 
Gump, I somehow just 
… kept … running. I ran 
the road once a month 
the rest of the summer, 
and into the fall. When 
temperatures dropped 
and the foliage turned, 
I was still on the road, 
grinding my way uphill. 

for Mount Washington State 
Park or the Observatory. The 
course climbs 4,618 feet over 
7.6 miles, with with an average 
grade of nearly 12 percent.

The mountain and I, we’ve 
reached an understanding in 
the last year. I accept it on its 
terms, without expectations 
of what each run will bring. 
Sometimes, I get lucky, and 
reach the summit. Whatever 
the outcome, it’s never dull.

Today started routinely 
enough. Rising before dawn, I 
opened my laptop to check the 
vertical temperature profile along 
the road, measured by automatic 
weather stations operated by the 
non-profit Mount Washington 
Observatory. My mind ticked 
through the game plan. The 
forecast called for deteriorating 
conditions, so I planned to 
run the four miles to treeline,  
then re-evaluate. 

I stared at my gear, strewn 
on the floor the night before: 
trail-running poles, balaclava, 
down sweater, wind shell, heavy-
weight long underwear, goggles, 
snacks, a small thermos with hot 
tea, arctic mitts, hand warmers, 
MICROspikes and carbide-
spiked trail-running shoes. With a bit of luck, a few hours from then, 
I would have ticked off the run to the summit of Mount Washington.

For years now, each spring, my mountain-running season has 
started with this road. In the early morning hours before work, 
I’ll run through the birch and maple groves, into the still snow-
covered boreal forest, and finally above treeline to the post that 
marks my spring turnaround, four miles in. Later, as the race 
nears, my goals move up the mountain: The Horn, Cragway, 
Five-Mile Grade, Mother-in-Law’s, Hairpin, Cow Pasture. On 
this road, each turn has a story. 

Some friends scoff at the idea of running on the road—any road. 
But, catch the Auto Road before the gate opens in the morning, and 
you’ll be treated to alpine vistas as good as any trail, meandering 
twists and turns right up there with my favorite singletrack and, 
save for the occasional moose or bear, total solitude.

Last year, it just sort of happened. Rather than ending my 
season on Mount Washington with the Road Race, like Forrest 
Gump, I somehow just … kept … running. I ran the road 
once a month the rest of the summer, and into the fall. When 
temperatures dropped and the foliage turned, I was still on the 
road, grinding my way uphill. 

In the months that followed, I experienced the mountain in all 
conditions. I had fair-weather runs, Samivel at my side as a fall 
sun broke over the Carter Range, not the slightest breeze rustling 
the blazing red, orange and yellow foliage. On the summit that 
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particular morning, the Atlantic Ocean glittered in the distance, 
and the Observatory reported visibility over 100 miles. A month 
later, I found myself leaning at 45 degrees into a steady 60-mph 
wind. In half an hour, I had not made even a mile’s progress. I 
called a truce, spun around and took gigantic, wind-assisted leaps 
back toward the valley.

In my years playing on the Presidential Range, I have been 
unceremoniously pile-driven to the ground by wind gusts, and 
lost above tree line in dizzying fog. This arctic microclimate 
breeds humility. It has to, if you want to come back to play 
another day. Like much bigger brethren, Mount Washington 
always calls the shots, no matter how much Gore-Tex you’ve 
amassed on your side of the equation. 

Back on the Auto Road, I turn the corner at the seven-mile 
post. The ground blizzard is swirling madly, and in its midst, the 
summit comes and goes from sight, now less than a mile away. 
Mixed into the roar of the wind comes a familiar man-made 
rumble. I look back and see the Observatory’s snow tractor gaining 
on me. The “Obs” is ferrying staff to the summit as part of their 
weekly shift change. I step to the side, punching into a drift of snow 
that’s been sculpted by a month’s worth of scouring. The tractor 
grinds past.  Inside, passengers wipe the condensation from the 
windows and stare incredulously at me, like deep-sea divers eyeing 
an exotic fish. Tentatively, one of them waves. I raise a mitt in 
friendly acknowledgement. It must be cozy in there, I think. 

It’s harsh in my world, but I like it. Besides, in a few hours, 
I’ll be drying clothes by the fireplace. I pull the icicles off my 
balaclava, angle my head into the wind and keep running.

Doug Mayer lives in Randolph, New Hampshire, at the base of the 
Presidential Range. He is the owner of the trail-running company 
Run the Alps. He was given special permission from the Mount 
Washington Auto Road Company to run the private road in winter. 

Left: Bundled up, Mayer and Jenna Hill pass the rock outcropping that marks the 
halfway point on the run to the summit.  Above: Bruce Hill, Mayer and Jenna Hill 
pause to add layers and drink hot tea on a typical White Mountains winter day—
single-digit temps and 40-mph winds.  
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BY JOE GARLAND

Runners at the 2014 Paine to Pain Trail Half Marathon are off after hearing the starting ... musket.

The musket—and the race’s name—is a nod to influential Revolutionary War 
pamphleteer Thomas Paine, whose cottage marks Paine to Pain’s start. Runners pick 
up their numbers and goodie bags on the cottage grounds, now a National Historic Site.

Paine to Pain came about because of a different sort of visionary. Over a decade ago, 
Eric Turkewitz, a longtime runner and New York lawyer who lives in New Rochelle, 
began exploring the various trails nestled in southern Westchester County, just north 
of New York City. Turkewitz realized that with a little cooperation between the different 
government agencies that owned the trails, he could connect them into a 13-mile loop, 
with a mile of road. 

The agencies Turkewitz worked with proved enthusiastic about the idea, and in 2006 
the trail network was christened the Colonial Greenway and festooned with a 13-star 
blaze. For Turkewitz, an avid racer, the obvious next step was to hold a race on the 
trail—which just so happened to be a half-marathon distance. So, in 2008, he held the 
inaugural Paine to Pain Half with 50 starters. 

“[Paine to Pain] is a giant natural loop that leaps from community to community, so 

Paine to Pain

PainetoPain.com.
Race day: October 4, 2015
Entry fee: Early $50 / late $65
Register: NYCRuns.com, 
beginning on April 22, 2015
Accommodations: There are numerous 
restaurants and hotels in the area, including a 
Radisson and Residence Inn in New Rochelle. 
More: If you’re in the area, there is an easy group 
run on the course a few weeks before race day.

you never run the same trail twice,” says 
Turkewitz. “The trails are hard enough for 
ultrarunners to enjoy, yet within reach of 
the rookie trail runner.”

The Paine to Pain course varies from 
narrow, technical singletrack to wide, 
smooth multi-use trail. After their 
musket-shot sendoff by the Thomas Paine 
Cottage, runners climb a long, steady road 
uphill, then bomb down a sharp, quick 
downhill to the Leatherstocking Trail, 
named after The Leatherstocking Tales, 
a series of novels that includes The Last 
of the Mohicans, written by 19th-century 
author James Fenimore Cooper, who lived 

Racing through Time
Westchester County’s Paine to Pain Half Marathon

O ne morning each fall, in a quiet New York City suburb, 
a man in a brown colonial-era jacket and tri-corner hat 
fires a musket into the air, and a crowd of hundreds 
charges up a hill. This is not a reenactment of some 

famous battle from 1776, though, but the start of the Paine to Pain 
Trail Half-Marathon, held annually in New Rochelle, New York, a 
handful of stops from Grand Central Terminal in Manhattan.
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nearby. The trail is narrow and winding, 
with quick ups and downs, the occasional 
rock and a few raised boardwalks in 
mucky sections. 

After a quarter-mile road interlude, 
runners plunge into a large wooded 
park on the wider, less technical Saxon 
Woods Equestrian Trail. The course 
again narrows to mostly singletrack, with 
a sharp, winding downhill, followed by a 
short, brutal uphill as the race hits mile 
9. From there, the course is mostly flat 
through the finish at New Rochelle High 
School, where school cheerleaders are on 
either side offering encouragement, pom-
poms a-flashing.

Paine to Pain has grown extraordinarily 
popular: each year, it starts a field of 750 
runners in four separate waves. 

Part of this is due to Turkewitz’s 
dedication as a race director. The day 
before Paine to Pain in 2011, I ran a part of 
the course and discovered a large tree had 
fallen across the trail. I wrote Turkewitz a 
note, and by day’s end he’d sent a photo of 
the cleared path with the message, “Tree 
down? What tree down?”

And, in a county with a number of road 
races, Paine to Pain has given pavement 
pounders the chance to dip a toe, as it 
were, in the world of trail racing. 

“There is a certain camaraderie when 
running the trails that is different from road 
running,” wrote Stacey Cooper on her blog 
after Paine to Pain. “We support each other 
out there, offer words of encouragement, 
and even water and gels … We’re all in it 
together and appreciate the journey.”

Joe Garland first ran on some of the trails 
that now constitute the Colonial Greenway 
back in 1971. He first ran Paine to Pain, 
his first trail race, in 2013. In 2006, he 
finished third in his age group at the New 
York City Marathon, but Paine to Pain 
humbled him.

“[Paine to Pain] is a giant 
natural loop that leaps from 
community to community, so you 
never run the same trail twice,” 
says Turkewitz. “The trails are 
hard enough for ultrarunners to 
enjoy, yet within reach of the 
rookie trail runner.”



HIT 
THE DIRT 
RUNNING

M
aybe you’re a seasoned road veteran who wants to mix up your routine. 
Maybe you’re a running rookie altogether. Maybe you feel the call of the 
wild, beckoned by YouTube footage of runners prancing up and down 

mountains. Maybe you have a friend or colleague who can’t stop talking about 
her latest group trail run, and you want to see what all the fuss is about.

Whatever your reasons, congratulations! Call us biased here at Trail Runner, 
but we feel trail running is a great way to spend your time. Every run is like an 
adventure rather than a grind, and you will discover new places, both far off 
(maybe farther than you ever thought you’d be able to run) and hidden right 
under your nose in the unpaved nooks and crevasses of your hometown.

Whether you have ample time to devote to this new hobby or are simply 
looking for a quick daily breather from the hassles of life, you will be happier, 
healthier and more energized as a trail runner. You will challenge yourself 
mentally and physically, and, along the way, you will see great new things and 
meet great new people.

So, if you’re ready to get off road, read on. We’ve asked some of the fastest, 
smartest and most resourceful people in the trail-running world for their advice 
on how to get started—where to go, how to do it safely and comfortably and how 
to fully enjoy the experience.

TRAIL RUNNING WILL ENCHANT AND CHALLENGE 
YOU, PUSH YOU TO UNBELIEVABLE HIGHS  

AND LOWS, AND INTRODUCE YOU TO A LOT  
OF NEW FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES. 
HERE’S HOW TO GET STARTED.

BY ALEX KURT
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SO YOU WANT 
TO BE A TRAIL RUNNER?
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T
o put it simply, trail running is 
a bit different than road running. 

 “When I first started 
running on trails, I was not only 
surprised by how slow my mile splits 
were, despite putting out more effort, 
but I was also surprised how much 
focus technical trails require,” says 
Megan Roche, 24, of Sunnyvale, 
California, who won the 2014 US 
50K Trail Championship. “On roads, 
you can zone out or have extensive 
conversations with training partners; 
but on trails, as soon as you look up to 
admire the beautiful views, bam, you 
might roll your ankle or face plant.”

If you obsess over paces, splits and 
distances, you will need to let go and 
relax. Undulating terrain and significant 
elevation gain and loss, to say nothing 
of tricky footing, will require that you 
slow down and shift gears regularly. Trail 
running is all about maintaining a steady 
effort, not a metronomic pace. 

“On my first really long trail run, in 
North Carolina, I finished two hours and 
was completely spent,” says David Roche, 
26, of Sunnyvale, California, the 2012 
and 2014 US Trail 10K champion, who 
also happens to be married to Megan. 
“I got back to our apartment and looked 
at my route, and it was only 11 miles. So 

my trail pace over the roots and mud and 
hills was slower than I expected.” 

Speaking of face planting, you will 
probably trip and fall at some point in 
your career as a trail runner. You can 
trust us, though, when we say it happens 
to everyone and we’re almost always fine 
afterward. Trail running will make your 
reflexes cat-like, and you will show off 
scars with pride!

“When Megan and I train together 
on singletrack, I always take up the rear 
while she pushes the pace in front,” 
says David. “She has gotten very used 
to hearing a crash behind her, followed 
by a string of expletives, followed by an, 
‘I’m OK.’ At this point, I don’t think she 
even has to turn around.”

“She has gotten very used 
to hearing a crash behind 
her, followed by a string 
of expletives, followed by 
an, ‘I’m OK.’ At this point, I 
don’t think she even has to 
turn around.”

GET STARTED

T
rail running is truly 
as simple as taking a 
normal run and doing it 

on dirt. So, first, you’ll need to 
find some trails. 

“If you think you don’t live near 
good trails, I’d encourage you 
to look at a map,” says Bryon 
Powell, Editor-in-Chief of the 
trail-running blog iRunFar.com 
“Look for the green-colored areas 
indicating parks and public lands 
and then explore them.” Powell, 
when he lived in Washington, 
D.C., says he would connect a 
multitude of small parks into 
trail/road hybrid runs. “Even if 
a majority of each of these runs 
was on pavement, a few miles of 
singletrack completely changed 
the feel of them.” 

A local trail-running group 
can provide both training 
camaraderie and a wealth of 
information on local races 
and places to train: www.
trailrunnermag.com/trail-clubs.

And do some good old-
fashioned networking. “If 
there’s a running store or 
a specialty-outdoor store, 
chatting with an employee there 
can get you in touch with a trail 
runner who’ll have insight into 
trails, groups and races,” says 
Powell. “Likewise, contacting 
a local race director can get 
your foot in the door of the 
community. Of course, if you 
actually go to a race, you can 
open up a world of opportunity.”
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T
rail running tends to require 
more dynamic movement 
than other forms of running. 

Sage Canaday (above right), 28, of 
Boulder, Colorado, who won the 2014 
Speedgoat 50K and The North Face 
Endurance Challenge 50-Mile 
Championships and also coaches 
several athletes, says the lateral 
movements and changes in pace can 
make trail running more challenging, 
but some of the challenge is offset by 
the slower overall pace necessitated by 
hills and more technical (rocky and 
rooty) terrain. 

“Both road running and trail 
running are equally challenging if 
you push yourself 100 percent,” says 
Canaday. “On the trail, you need to 
read your body’s effort rather than 
relying on mile splits, and think more 
in terms of run duration than actual 
distance covered.

Trails are public domain, and 
they work better when we 
share them and work to keep 
them looking nice. Here are a 
few pointers:

DON’T LITTER. Pack those 
used gel wrappers back into 
your pockets and toss them 
at home. If you see someone 
else’s trash, pick it up!

SHARE. When runners are 
approaching, make room so you 
can both pass. Stay to the right, 
the same as driving.

ALERT OTHERS. Avoid 
startling others and enable 
them to make room for you 
by shouting a quick “on your 
left” as you pass them  
from behind.

YIELD. If you are on a  
shared trail, yield to 
mountain bikes (you can  
stop more easily) and horses. 
If runners are heading your 
direction and the trail is 
too narrow to share, the 
runner(s) on the uphill side 
of the trail should step off 
and let those on the downhill 
side pass before continuing.

  TRAIL ETIQUETTE

“Long runs are a great time 
to try out different types of 
fuels,” says Howe. “Get one of 
each and see what you like.”
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PRACTICE GOOD 
TECHNIQUE 
AND PACING

T
aking in calories on the run is not 
unique to trail running—any run 
longer than roughly 90 minutes, 

whether on roads or trails, will deplete your 
stored glycogen and require you to top off 
your tank. Since it often takes longer to cover 
a given distance on trails than on roads—and 
you’re less likely to find a convenience store 
along the way—carrying enough fuel is an 
important consideration for trail runners. 

Failing to adequately fuel can lead to the 
dreaded “bonk.” Also known as “hitting 
the wall,” the bonk occurs when your 
body runs out of fuel, sending you into a 
state of total-body fatigue and brain fog. 
It happens to everyone at some point, 
but you can usually avoid it by carrying 
enough calories on your run. 

How many calories do you need? 
Stephanie Howe, 31, of Bend, Oregon, a 
PhD candidate in nutrition and exercise 
physiology who in her spare time won the 
2014 Western States 100, says your body 
can process about 200 to 300 calories per 
hour while running, or 60 to 75 grams of 
carbohydrates. Since you typically burn 
over 100 calories per mile, and typically 
run more than two or three miles an hour, 

your body still goes into a calorie deficit, 
but spreading out the timing of your trail 
calories in can keep the bonk at bay. 

How often should you eat? “For any run over 
90 minutes, people should take in fuel every 
20 to 30 minutes,” says Howe. “It sounds like 
a lot, but most runners make the mistake of 
waiting too long to fuel. Once you start to 
feel tired, it’s too late.” 

What should you eat? The colorful 
assortment of gels, chews, bars and drink 
mixes at your local running shop can be 
overwhelming, so experiment to find what 
works best for you. 

“Long runs are a great time to try out 
different types of fuels,” says Howe. “Get 
one of each and see what you like. It took me 
about a year to dial in my nutrition regime.” 

SAGE CANADAY’S 
TECHNIQUE TIPS

> For rocky and technical terrain: 
Quickly scan for foot placement 
about 10 to 15 feet ahead. Much like 
a mountain biker you want to “pick 
your line” to avoid tripping on rocks 
or landing with poor footing. 
> For running uphill: Employ 
a high cadence—frequent, quick 
steps—but a slower overall 
pace than on flat ground. Also, 
keep your line of sight 10 to 30 
feet ahead and avoid hunching 
forward. Your uphill form should be 
slightly exaggerated with a more 
aggressive forward lean from the 
ankles, and the arms can swing 
more dynamically for added power.
> For running downhill: Run 
with a slight downhill lean from 
the ankles, and use a quick stride 
rate to ensure your foot falls 
under your center of gravity and 
not too far forward. 
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GEAR UP

P
roper shoes are crucial for 
running on any surface, 
but selecting the right pair 

becomes even more important when 
you step o� the pavement. 

TRAIL SHOES o�er distinct features 
that their road counterparts lack: 
Traction: trail shoes feature lugs on 
their outsole to increase grip on dirt 
and mud and traction on hills. 
Protection: many trail shoes feature 
a sti� rock plate in the forefoot to 
protect your foot from sharp rocks 
and debris on the trail. 
Stability: many trail models o�er 
more stability via beefier heel 
pockets and upper overlays, enabling 
maximum control and preventing 
ankle rolls on uneven terrain.

APPAREL: Running is a simple sport, 
and your kit will vary according to 
the seasons and location. For short 
summer trail runs, shoes, non-cotton 
socks, a wicking T-shirt, shorts and a 
cap are often adequate. At the cool/
cold end of the weather scale, you 
might add a long-sleeved base layer, 
a vest, a wind/rain jacket, tights or 
wind pants, gloves, a Bu� band and 
a beanie.

NIGHT LIGHT: You can’t rely on 
streetlights for trail runs or races that 
start/end in the dark, so you will likely 
want to invest in a quality headlamp. 
(Please see our headlamp review on 
page 46.)

HYDRATION AND NUTRITION:
There are a variety of ways to carry 
water, calories, apparel and safety 
equipment. Handheld bottles and 
waistpacks work well for shorter 
endeavors, while specialized 
backpacks with internal water 
bladders and compartments can 
accommodate more gear for 
longer e�orts.

DATA: A GPS watch and/or altimeter 
can help you track distance and 
vertical gain/loss for tracking and 
training purposes.

E
xploring trails comes with risks 
you usually don’t have to worry 
about on roads. A primary 

concern for aspiring trail runners is 
getting lost—especially on long 
backcountry treks. As a basic 
precaution, when you leave to hit the 
trails, make sure to tell someone where 
you are going and when they should 
expect you to return. 

To minimize your risk of getting lost, 
study your route beforehand. Be sure 
to check in with trail markings and 
posted maps, if available, from time to 
time, and, if possible, carry a map—
even if you have been on the route or in 
the park before—and compass. 

If you do find yourself lost, do not 
panic. If you can backtrack, follow your 
route backward; otherwise, if you are 
completely unsure of where you are, 

staying put is best, particularly if you 
told someone where you would be ahead 
of time. Learn how to make a shelter and 
start a fire, just in case, and carry the 
tools you’ll need for them—it is better to 
be safe than sorry. 

“With the many lightweight options 
available today, these essential items may 
add less than a pound to your running 
pack,” says Mike Foote (above), 31, of 
Missoula, Montana, whose backcountry 
jaunts can take him well out of range of 
both other humans and cell signal.

Depending on where you are 
running, wildlife encounters can also 
be a concern. Making your presence 
known while you run can help avoid 
a surprise encounter and a defensive 

reaction by an animal.
“I make noise on all of my runs to let 

wildlife know of my presence,” says Foote, 
who has been charged by both a moose 
protecting its calf and a grizzly bear 
protecting its cubs. “�is is especially 
important when visibility is limited, there 
is a strong wind or the sound of a stream 
or river eclipses the sound of my running 
and heavy breathing.” 

If you do encounter a potentially 
dangerous animal, know how to react: 

Mountain lions are usually risk 
averse and will likely stand down if  
you make yourself appear large and 
make lots of noise while slowly backing 
away. Don’t run, as this can trigger 
predatory instincts.

Moose and bears, particularly 
grizzlies, may act aggressively if they 
perceive you as a threat to them or 
their cubs. Make yourself as un-
threatening as possible by slowly 
backing away. If a moose charges, run; 
if a grizzly charges, you will not outrun 
it (and it may be bluffing), so play dead 
to seem non-threatening.

MIKE FOOTE’S 
WEATHER SAFETY 
MUST-HAVES:

>Light rain jacket or shell
>Beanie or bu 
>Gloves
>Headlamp
>Small lighter and fire starter
>Emergency blanket

Exploring trails comes 
with risks you usually 
don’t have to worry about 
on roads. A primary 
concern for aspiring 
trail runners is getting 
lost—especially on long 
backcountry treks.

TRAIL SAFETY
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These exercises can help 
strengthen muscles crucial 
to strong running and injury 
prevention, and only take a few 
minutes after a run.

LUNGES
Good for: Quadricep and glute 
strength.
How: From a standing position, 
take one step forward, keeping 
your rear foot planted. Bend your 
knees, moving down until your 
quads are parallel to the ground. 
Do not extend your knee past the 
front of your front foot.

CLAMS
Good for: Glute strength and 
recruitment. Due to our sitting 
lifestyles, many runners’ glutes are 

weak and/or don’t “fire” when we 
need them to, such as when you lift 
your leg or your foot lands in stride. 
Strong, working glutes will keep 
your body stable and absorb much 
of the shock of running, taking 
force off your knees and other 
injury-prone spots.
How: Lying on your side, bend 
your knees to 90 degrees; keeping 
your ankles together, spread your 
knees apart and close them slowly, 
emphasizing the role of your glute 
muscles. Repeat several times on 
each side.

ONE-LEG SQUATS
Good for: Glute strength and 
recruitment; balance and 
supportive muscle strength. We 
spend most of our time running 

standing on only one leg, and 
strengthening your one-leg stance 
will make you stronger and less 
injury prone.
How: Balancing on one leg, lower 
your body slowly; do not extend 
your knee forward past your 
grounded foot. Raise back up. 
Repeat several times on each side.

LEG RAISES (WITH RESISTANCE)
Good for: Hip flexor strength. Your 
hips are key to trunk stabilization 
and weak hips will leave you 
uncomfortable and injury prone as 
you fatigue, especially when you 
need to navigate technical terrain.
How: Wrap a Theraband or other 
resistance band around one foot 
or ankle; using your other foot 
to secure the other end of the 

band, raise the first foot with a 
straight knee; let it slowly back 
down. Repeat several times on 
both sides.

PLANKS
Good for: Abdominal muscles. 
Your abs are only one part 
of your core, but they play a 
role in overall strength and 
stabilization.
How: Lying face-down with a 
straightened back, raise your 
body up with your elbows and 
forearms on the ground in front of 
you. On each side, hold your body 
similarly aloft with one elbow and 
forearm on the ground, keeping 
your back straight. Hold for up to 
a minute in each position; repeat 
two to three times.

INJURY PREVENTION

  GO TO PREHAB

I
njuries are a concern for all 
runners—we love running, after all, 
and anything that keeps us from it 

should be avoided. In theory, the slower pace 
combined with lateral movements inherent 
in trail running can help build ancillary 
strength in your core and stabilizing muscles, 
potentially warding off injury. 

But trail runners are not immune. The 
pounding of running can take its toll no 
matter the surface, and precautions are in 
order to avoid unwanted time off.

Rob Krar (right), 37, of Flagstaff, Arizona 
who in 2014 won the Western States, Leadville 
and Run Rabbit Run 100-milers, has spent 
more than his fair share of time healing from 
injuries. Before he became nearly unbeatable 
on the trails, he spent much of 2009 and 2010 
suffering from severe sciatica and Haglund’s 
deformity, which causes inflammation between 
the heel bone and Achilles tendon, as well as 
recovering from surgery to fix the latter.

He says a combination of preventative 
strengthening exercises (see below) and caution 
in training have helped him run healthy and 
injury-free for the last two-plus years

DO STRENGTH AND “PREHAB” EXERCISES: 
“Strength and conditioning work are one of 
the most important keys to my health and 
success the past few years,” says Krar. He 
says he has developed a twice-weekly circuit 

routine focusing on upper-leg, hip and core 
strength and flexibility. 

MAKE TIME: Krar says don’t skimp on 
these exercises, even if it requires cutting 
some runs shorter. “A 10-minute session 
of exercises is worth twice as much as one 
more mile of a run,” he says. “I like to hit 
a few exercises after most of my runs, and 
they take only a few minutes. Focus on 
weaknesses and stay consistent.”

BACK OFF: Krar also says his body sends him 
signals that he needs to back off to avoid 
risking injury. “Experience goes a long way in 
understanding what level of pain and fatigue 
is healthy and if an unscheduled rest day 
is warranted,” he says. “New trail runners 
should err on the side of caution—it’s much 
better to arrive at the starting line slightly 
undertrained and healthy than not toeing the 
line at all.”

TAKE TIME OFF: Sometimes, despite every 
precaution, you will experience an injury that 
requires time off.

USE THE 
FOLLOWING  INJURY
GUIDELINES:

> If you feel acute pain, 
have pain that worsens 
during a run and/or have 
pain that inhibits your 
normal running stride, take 
time off. 

> If you have acute pain and 
incur the pain during a period 
of high-mileage or intense 
training, you may need to 
take extended time off. 

> If you are ever in doubt, 
consult a professional; 
athletic trainers, chiropractors 
and physical therapists 
sometimes offer free initial 
assessments, so ask around.

“A 10-minute session of 
exercises is worth twice as much 
as one more mile of a run.”
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Bonk: A state of overpowering 
fatigue and mental fog occurring 
when your body’s glycogen stores 
are depleted. 

Buff: A versatile one-piece cloth 
band that often wraps around 
the head but can be worn, well, 
anywhere you can fit it.

Fire Road: A designation for wide, 
smooth trails, including dirt roads 
used by service vehicles. These 
are the composition of trails with 
the build of roads.

Gel: Liquid energy to ward off 
the bonk, usually in the form of 
a 100-calorie pack. (GU is one 
brand, and gels writ large are often 

referred to as “GUs,” a la Band Aid 
and Kleenex.) They are convenient 
to carry and range widely in flavor, 
ingredients and texture.

Grade: Measurement of an incline’s 
steepness on a scale of zero to 90 
(and presented as a percentage 
rather than the corresponding 
number of degrees), where zero-
percent grade is flat ground and 
90-percent grade is a vertical wall.

Lugs: Traction-providing cleats on 
the bottom of a shoe. Smaller lugs 
work on a wider variety of surfaces 
for races that cross pavement, 
while more aggressive (larger) lugs 
handle better in the mud.

Pack (aka Vest): small, tightly 
fitting backpack that can store 
water and gear. Ideal for longer 
outings and keeping your hands 
free during races.

Runnable: Smooth, unobstructed 
terrain over which running a 
consistent pace is relatively easy.

Shell: Somewhere between a 
long-sleeved shirt and a jacket, a 
shell is a very light technical outer 
layer designed to trap body heat 
and protect you from the elements 
while maintaining ventilation.

Singletrack: The narrowest and 
most aesthetically pleasing form 
of trails, this is often only wide 

enough for single-file running. It 
is also usually a mountain bike 
trail, so pay attention.

Technical: The opposite of 
“runnable”—uneven terrain 
with numerous foot-grabbing 
obstacles on which running is 
very difficult and fast hiking is 
employed.

Ultra (aka Ultramarathon): Races 
longer than 26.2 miles; common 
distances are 50K, 50-mile, 100K 
and 100-mile. 

Vert: Shorthand for “vertical.” 
Usually refers to the number of feet 
or meters climbed and descended 
during a given run or race.

A
s you gain experience, signing 
up for a race can provide even 
greater motivation to hit the 

trails and provide a starting point for 
adding structure for your training.

But even if you don’t need that sort of 
structure to thrive, races are a fun way to 
test your progress as a runner and often 
see some new trails. 

Atmosphere: First, know that trail 
races are different than road races. The 
start and finish area might not have 
giant banners or inflatable archways, or 
fancy timing equipment (though many 
trail races have both); there may be more 
costumes, more shirtlessness and fewer 
sets of matching lycra racing uniforms; 
your finisher’s bounty is more likely to be 
a beer and a burger than a medal. In fact, 
the allure to many runners is the food, 
drinks and socializing at the finish area. 

Course markings: Absent a willing 
mountain biker, there will probably 
not be a lead vehicle, so navigation is 
more paramount. Anyone in the sport 
long enough will have a story about 
going off-course. Some races will be 
very thoroughly marked, with reflective 

orange flags never out of sight; others will 
have only minimal markings. Know what 
you’re getting into, and pay attention! 

Distances: Trail races vary in distance 
from 5K (maybe shorter) to 100-plus miles, 
but if you are brand new to trail running, 
err on the short side, say in the 5K to half-
marathon range, to mentally acclimate to 
a trail-racing environment (as well as to 
the act of running at race pace over rocks 
and roots).

Volunteers: Good races have well-
trained volunteers. They mark and 
sweep the course, stock and man the aid 
stations and work the start and finish 
areas. Be sure to thank them.

Do your homework: Know what to 
expect, and what you will need, for a 
race beforehand. What kind of terrain 
do you need to prepare for? Will you 
need a headlamp? What will be at 
aid stations (though you shouldn’t 
necessarily count on any one favorite 
item being there) and how frequent 
is aid? For a list of races in your area, 
check out our online race schedule at 
www.trailrunnermag.com, or use a local 
trail-running group as a resource.

Signing up for a race 
can provide even 
greater motivation 
to hit the trails and 
provide a starting point 
for adding structure for 
your training.

YOUR FIRST TRAIL RACE

  GLOSSARY
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TRAIL 
RUNNING  
RESOURCES

> Races: www.trailrunnermag.com/races/
race-calendar - Find races based  
on location and date.

> Trails: www.trailrunnermag.com/
destinations;  
www.trails.com – Comprehensive list of 
trails for hiking, biking and backpacking 
by state;
www.nps.gov – Information on every 
National Park in the U.S. Also check out 
your own state’s department of natural 
resources for information on state parks.

> Trail-Running Clubs: 
www.trailrunnermag.com/trail-clubs — 
Find a club in your region.

> Trail-Running Tips and News: 
www.trailrunnermag.com
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T rail running, on the 
whole, may seem 

intimidating, conjuring up 
images of Herculean athletic 
feats. You can can get sucked 
into obsessing over the plethora 
of shoes, clothes, hydration gear 
and nutrition options. 

But relax. Aside from a few 
details that will quickly become 
second-nature—which we have 
attempted to provide in this 
overview—trail running is a 
beautifully simple experience 
that you can make your own. You 
can run alone or with a group, in 
the shoes and gear that make 
you comfortable, in whatever 
place you want. There are as 
many trail-running experiences 
as there are trail runners, and 
you will soon add your own story 
to the list.

So go hit the trails. We’ll see 
you out there.

OWN IT
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47.24008°N / 9.39331°E

CHANNELING MY INNER KILIAN

A WEEKEND RUNNING
IN SWITZERLAND’S
LIFE-CHANGING
ALPSTEIN
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For a brief moment, I channel 27-year-old Catalan 
Kilian Jornet, who has dominated distance and adventure 
trail running in the past couple of years. I have run from 
Courmayeur to Chamonix, over the summit of Mont Blanc. I 
hold the world record for the speediest ascent of the Matterhorn. 
Last spring, I shattered the fastest known time for an ascent of 
Alaska’s Denali. 

My labored breathing and rapid pulse, however, interrupt 
my high-elevation reverie, and bring me back to reality. OK, so 
maybe I’m not Kilian. Still, Switzerland’s Alpstein will do that 
to you. 

I AM HERE with outdoor-sport photographers Dan and Janine 
Patitucci for a weekend of trail running. Their work has taken 
them to Annapurna with renowned alpinist Ueli Steck, into the 
surreal world of North Korea and to countless other rugged, 
lesser-traveled locales. Their home is Interlaken, Switzerland—
the country’s epicenter for mountain sports. So where do the 
locals-in-the-know go when they want someplace quiet and 
dramatic? The Alpstein.

Here’s why: the Alpstein is easy to reach, located just an hour 
and 20 minutes from Zurich. Its small footprint makes it highly 
accessible—we parked at a trailhead known as Wasserauen, 
where the local rail line ends and a tram ferries visitors to 
Ebenalp, the 5,380-foot-high peak that marks the northern end 
of the range. In minutes, we were climbing uphill in the forest. 
Add to the easy access a collection of more than two dozen 
mountain huts and private Berggasthäuser (mountain guest 
houses), and the Alpstein is downright inviting. With a few 
reservations and a light sleep sack, you’re all set. 

OUR RUN STARTS with a 2,000-foot climb, and Dan takes off 
at a fast power hike. A former pro cyclist and now 46, he trains 
regularly with the uber-fit Steck. This year, his trail running 
totals will include over 325,000 feet of vertical.  He’s thin and 
strong, and has the aura of guy who can grab a few snacks, run 

I  am running smoothly through 
dramatically exposed alp pastures, 
a thousand meters above the lush 
Wasserauen valley. I turn a corner, 
grab a cable and skirt along a 

precipitous ledge. Next, I hit a sequence of via-
ferrata-like steps, bolted into a ledge. Out of the 
corner of my eye, I see the rocky fins of the ridge 
across the valley. This place offers one alpine 
surprise after another.

The author (orange shirt) and Janine Patitucci on the heavenly singletrack of eastern 
Switzerland’s Alpstein, a small range separate from the Alps that is ideal for running 
thanks to its less-rugged terrain and  lower elevation.
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mountains through the night and show up for breakfast in 
another country. I make sure not to push the pace. We have a 
full day ahead, and I don’t want Dan to look back and find he’s 
accidentally turned me into a quaking puddle of lactic acid.

Barely an hour in to our trip, our run brings us to the 
Berggasthaus Aescher-Wildkirchli (above), a lodge built—quite 
literally—into a cliff. I wouldn’t have flinched if a hobbit had come 
hopping out to us, offering two steins of the local Alpstein Bock. 
Inside, I walk past tables overflowing with röstis (a Swiss potato 
dish), sausages and alpler macaroni. I push farther into this quirky 
cliffside hotel, trying to comprehend what keeps the Aescher 
house defying the laws of physics. I don’t figure it out, but do notice 

something interesting: the back wall is, in fact, the cliff. 
Our day’s just starting, so we don’t linger. Over the next 

couple of hours, we head another 1,000 feet up to Berggasthaus 
Schäfler, and scurry down a cabled descent. The trail twists 
and turns through a steep, high pasture. For a brief moment, 
we’re pointed downhill, and I’m running effortlessly. My Kilian 
dream returns. Is this what it feels like to be the world’s best 
trail runner? Coasting carefree through dramatic mountain 
terrain? The only one higher than me here, now, is the 
paraglider who’s floating nearby. 

“Pretty cool, huh?” says Dan, as we stop for a photo break, 
pointing to the layers of peaks within view. The Alpstein is so 
dense with views it’s hard for my brain to process. Look one 
way, and narrow fins of ridges extend across the horizon. Look 
the other, and the terrain transitions from bucolic meadow to 
vertical cliff. Look up, and you see the Lego-like building that is 
the summit hotel on Säntis, at 8,200 feet. 

“Who was the designer who built this movie set,” I ask, half 
in answer to Dan’s question, half wondering if the Alpstein is an 
optical illusion.

FOR DAN AND JANINE, though, I realize it is a kind of set—a 
wild, largely untamed backdrop for their photography, a dreamy 
setting into which viewers of their photos will travel in the 
millisecond it takes for a few synapses to fire. 

Barely an hour into our trip, our run brings us to the 
Berggasthaus Aescher-Wildkirchli, a lodge built—
quite literally—into a cliff (above). I wouldn’t have 
flinched if a hobbit had come hopping out to us, 
offering two steins of the local Alpstein Bock. 
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TRAILHEAD
Alpstein, Switzerland

Getting there. The Alpstein is 
located in Appenzell Canton, 
in the northwest corner of 
Switzerland, just 32 kilometers 
(20 miles) from the Swiss city 
of St. Gallen. The most popular 
starting point is Schwägalp, 
about a two-hour trip from 
Zurich by train and bus  
(www.sbb.ch). 

Our trip began at 
Wasserauen, also about two 
hours from Zurich by train. 
There’s ample overnight 
parking there, if you’re 
driving, and you can take the 
tram to Ebenalp, if you want 
less vertical.

Seasons. Stick to July, August 
and early September. Though 
the range tops out at just 
over 8,000 feet, the terrain is 
steep, so lingering snow  
may present a challenge in 
some areas. 

Accommodations. The cliff-
bound Aescher is a unique 
place to start a trip. Rooms are 
shared, and start at 45 Swiss 
francs, or about $50.  Book at 
aescher-ai.ch. Take the tram 
from Wasserauen to get there 
more quickly.

Meglisalp Inn (meglisalp.
ch), ringed by the range, 
makes for a stunning base 
and offers private rooms. It’s 
about a two-hour hike from 
the last post bus stop. The 
Hotel Alpenrose (alpenrose-ai.
ch), closer to Wasserauen, is a 
more accessible option. 

Maps, weather. Order from 
omnimap.com, use the 
online mapping tool at map.
wanderland.ch, or download 
maps at www.swisstopo.
admin.ch, and don’t forget 
to check the weather at 
MeteoSwiss (meteoswiss.
admin.ch) before you go! 
Unlike in much of Switzerland, 
luggage can’t be moved from 
inn to inn, so be ready to 
travel light.

More info. Tourist and trail 
info, webcams and much 
more are available at the 
Appenzell region tourism site 
(appenzell.info/en), including 
a comprehensive listing of all 
hotels and mountain huts in 
the region. 

Insider Tip. Take the side trail 
around Fählensee to Fählenalp 
and have tea with the family, 
their cows and chickens. You 
won’t regret it. 
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Their job combines in-depth homework with the serendipity 
of mountain weather and ever-changing natural light. Before 
our trip, Janine had zoomed in on Google Earth, checking 
out views and possible shot locations. From beginning to end, 
they seem to tag-team effortlessly on their work. Janine scouts 
locations, and handles much of the post-shoot digital processing.  
In the field, Dan does most of the shooting. 

Dan and Janine complement each other personally, as well—
they go back 15 years, when they met at a photography program at 
Santa Barbara’s Brooks Institute of Photography. Janine, also 46, 
is very much a strong climber, backcountry skier and trail runner 
in her own right. Her gentle, easygoing demeanor, grounded in 
her Swiss upbringing, provides an understated calm that balances 
Dan’s joyful exuberance. 

AS THE DAY GOES ON, I have more Kilian moments, zooming 
around sharp corners at race-car angles, pushing across 
through a high snowfield and speed hiking up a steep col. On 
the final climb up to the summit of Säntis, we hold cables to 
keep us from tumbling to the valley below. Always, however, my 
cardiovascular system tells me in no uncertain terms that, unlike 
Kilian, I don’t have the world’s highest measured VO2 max. 

The Alpstein is challenging, no doubt about it. But, it is also 
very civilized. Atop Säntis, we break for Rivella (a carbonated 
drink made from—brace yourself—milk), Apfelschorle (fizzy 

apple juice) and a Kagi Fret (a chocolate wafer) that’s as close as 
the Swiss come to the guilty pleasures of junk food. 

A few moments later, back on our run, we bump into a flock 
of sheep. I think to myself, these must be the happiest sheep 
on the planet. This view. That thick grass. 

My Romantic musings are interrupted by more mundane 
matters. The day is fading, and we need to move along. More 
lush terrain through which to run, more clambering up and 
down the ridge. A few hundred meters from the Säntis hut, Dan 
and Janine stop and stare. It might be the best shot of the day, 
a panoramic view that takes in much of today’s route. The light 
softens as the sun moves below Säntis, which comes and goes 
from the clouds. 

“Over there.” Dan points. 
“Panorama,” Janine responds. 

We push back out into the fog, moving through 
wet, cloud-covered meadows. We catch ethereal 
glimpses of cows, sheep and hikers, as we pass 
each other in the fog. We move up and down cols, 
past remote farms tucked into deep ravines and 
more cozy huts, the smoke from the wood stoves 
alerting us to their presence before we see them. 
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Dan directs Janine and me: “Run toward me. Space yourself. 
I’m changing lenses.”

“Dan, the light!” Janine’s got an eye on the sky.  We need to 
hurry.

Repeat, and repeat again, as the last light from the day fades 
below the horizon. A few days later, I’ll see the end result—
Janine and I running snaking singletrack on a ridge towering 
over two wild valleys. 

A minute later, we are at the hut at Rotsteinpass. Our timing 
is perfect. 

Dry clothes. A washbasin. Water. A chance to recap the day’s 
adventures with new company. Friendly hut wardens. Rösti with 
eggs. Everything I want right now is right here. 

THE NEXT MORNING, I think to myself, “How can you top a day 
like yesterday?” The Alpstein has an answer ready, though; five 
minutes into our morning, we are leap-frogging our way past 
a family of steinbock, a species of wild goat native to the Alps. 
I clutch steel cables on the way up 8,000-foot-high Altmann, 
while they hop along far more technical routes. They must tell 
jokes about us when we’re not around, I think. “Those klutzes 
with two legs, no hooves … what’s their problem?”

Later that morning, we find ourselves running through passing 
clouds. The layers of cloud that hovered on the horizon the 
evening before are now shrouding the peaks all around. We stop 

in at Zwinglepasshütte, a hut managed by the local  branch of the 
Swiss Alpine Club, to get out of the mist. Dry hut shoes, a toasty 
warm cabin and smiling caretakers are always a reliable antidote 
for damp conditions. Warm cups of Ovomaltine draw the chill 
out of our fingers. 

Still, you have to work with what the mountains give you. So, 
reinvigorated, we push back out into the fog, moving through 
wet, cloud-covered meadows. We catch ethereal glimpses of 
cows, sheep and hikers, as we pass each other in the fog. We 
move up and down cols, past remote farms tucked into deep 
ravines and more cozy huts, the smoke from the wood stoves 
alerting us to their presence before we see them. Even Kilian 
must have days like this, I think. I remember a line of his from 
his book Run or Die. “The important thing,” he writes, “is to 
keep moving.”

In time, we reach the car, and, reluctantly, leave the Alpstein 
behind. The range is enchanting, in the true sense of a word 
that’s been badly abused: it casts a spell, it charms or bewitches. 
Returning to Interlaken, the Switzerland I know, I feel as if I 
have been given privileged access to a secret kingdom. 

I know I’ll be back. How can I not? Places like this settle in 
one’s heart. On the train ride home from Dan and Janine’s, a 
few days later, I thumb through my list of favorite quotes, trying 
to put my finger on the one that best describes the Alpstein. It’s 
from the poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning. “Earth,” she writes, 
“is crammed with heaven.”  TR
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Light My Way
We put 7 headlamps to the test. Here’s what we found. BY PAUL CUNO-BOOTH
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The Smart Lamp

Petzl Nao
The Nao will excite the geekiest of gearheads, with its reactive lighting 
system that automatically adjusts the beam’s strength depending on the 
level of ambient light and downloadable software that allows you to pre-
program different settings.

Manually adjustable brightness settings come standard on headlamps, 
and not every runner will shell out the extra coin for the convenience of 
not pressing a button. But the Nao’s reactive lighting system may be 
worth it to those who race or do scrambly, off-trail runs in the dark and 
want full use of their concentration—and hands—while running the battery 
as efficiently as possible. 

The Nao comes with a USB-rechargeable battery pack that can be swapped out for two 
AAA batteries, giving you a backup on all-night runs when the power source could die. 

The weight is well distributed, and it fits comfortably. The reactive lighting provided a 
suitable amount of light for everything from the backlit edge of town to dark, wooded gullies. 
With two lighting modes (reactive and constant), each subdivided into two (or more, if you 
choose) categories, it did take a few minutes of fiddling (and deciphering the user manual) to 
figure out the lighting switch, so practice with the Nao before taking it out on the trail. 

$185
6.8 oz 

575 lumens
www.petzl.com

EC
Editors’
Choice
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The Route Finder

Olympia EX550
The Olympia EX550 offers almost as much power as the Petzl 
Nao (pg. 46), but in an intuitive, no-fuss package at an extremely 
competitive price point. The lamp’s position adjusts smoothly to 
whatever angle you like, unlike most headlamps that have only a few 
fixed positions. This came in handy for route-finding in the dark, as 
it’s easy to straighten the lamp quickly and see what’s up the trail, 
then lower it again to focus on your footing. The brightest, 550-
lumen setting casts a strong enough beam to illuminate features 100 
yards away.

For such a powerful lamp, the EX550 is surprisingly light. Nearly all 
that weight is concentrated in the front, which rocks slightly, but the 
top strap keeps the fit secure, and there’s no heavy battery pack in the 
back. The EX550 has a relatively short battery life (three and a half 
hours on high), but needs only two compact CR123A lithium batteries. 
Though more expensive (and less readily available) than AAs, the 
batteries are lightweight, so carrying extras isn’t much of a burden.

Barely There

Black Diamond 
Sprinter
The Sprinter, designed specifically for runners, stands head 
and shoulders over the competition (so to speak) when it 
comes to fit. At only 3.8 ounces, the Sprinter is on the light 
side for a headlamp, and what little weight it does have is 
perfectly distributed between the lamp in front and the 
battery in back for a secure, no-bounce ride. Running with 
the added weight and bulk of a headlamp can take some 
getting used to, but the Sprinter felt natural from the 
get-go. Boasting a modest 130 lumens, the Sprinter won’t 
penetrate far into the blackest nights, nor will its USB-
rechargeable battery pack last you through an all-night slog, 
but it’s ideal for feeling quick and unencumbered on shorter 
week-night runs.

$70 
5.3 oz

550 lumens
www.olympia.com

$80 
3.8 oz

130 lumens
www.blackdiamondequipment.com

Going the (Ultra) Distance

Black Diamond Icon
At first glance, the clunky Icon—the heaviest headlamp 
we reviewed—may seem better suited for coal miners 
than for runners. The Icon’s large back panel, with four 
AA batteries, made it less comfortable to run with than 
the other models we tested. But runners who run through 
the night in 100-mile or 24-hour events may find the 
added bulk worth it. The Icon lasts longer on high (75 
hours) than most headlamps do on low, so you can run 
confidently all night long and not have to fumble with 
batteries in the dark or stumble over roots when your 
beam dims a few hours in. 

$90
8.1 oz

320 lumens
www.blackdiamondequipment.com

EC
Editors’
Choice
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The Chest Lamp

GoMotion FUSION 
Backpack Light
Runners who don’t like wearing a clunky lamp on their heads 
might consider the FUSION Backpack Light. Essentially a 
headlamp for your hydration pack, the FUSION sits in the 
middle of the chest, attached to the straps of a backpack 
or race vest. It’s arguably more comfortable than wearing a 
headlamp of similar weight. 

The FUSION stayed surprisingly secure, not sliding up and 
down the pack straps. The body’s natural lateral motion while 
running, however, made the beam swing back and forth, 
and, while the trail was lit constantly, the movement was 
distracting and less intuitive than a beam that moves along 
with the head.  

The Multi-Sport Night Owl

Light & Motion 
SoLite 250EX
The SoLite 250EX will appeal to nighttime athletes for whom 
running is only a part of the adventure. It can be configured in 
several ways: as a bike light or helmet light, or affixed directly 
to the battery pack to become a flashlight or even a miniature 
stand-alone reading lamp, making tent-bound nights a bit 
cozier. Worn as a headlamp, the 250EX fits securely while 
running, despite not having a top strap, and casts a bright 250 
lumens. It also features a handy battery-life indicator, though 
the USB-rechargeable battery pack (with a four-hour lifespan 
on high) isn’t ideal for all-night adventuring.

Break Out in Case of Emergency

Princeton Tec Sync
At a mere 2.9 ounces, the stripped-down Sync is the lightest 
headlamp we tested—although because its weight is 
concentrated at the front, it ends up feeling more cumbersome 
than the slightly heavier Black Diamond Sprinter (pg. 48). With 
no top strap, it also sits less securely, and adjusting the lamp’s 
position is an awkward two-hand job.

Still, the Sync works in a pinch, and you can’t beat the price. 
Its extremely light weight makes it a good emergency headlamp 
to stash in your pack, or an option for long runs that start or end 
in a bit of darkness.

KEN CHLOUBER 

June 

20 Leadville Trail 
Marathon & Heavy Half

2015 Leadville Run Schedule

DIG DEEP“
INTO THAT INEXHAUSTIBLE WELL OF
GRIT, GUTS AND DETERMINATION.”

At over 13,000 feet above sanity, 
you can learn a lot about yourself. 
By pushing your lungs and body to 
their limits at America’s Highest Trail 
Marathon, you’ll create memories to 
last a lifetime. Join us for the 2015 
Leadville Trail Marathon or Heavy 
Half, and experience stunning views 
that will leave you breathless, if you 
aren’t already. 

Your legend starts here. 
Register today at LeadvilleRaceSeries.com

JUNE 

27-29    Leadville Run Camp

JULY 

12    Silver Rush 50 Run 

AUGUST 

16     Climax Molybdenum 
Leadville 10K

22     Leadville Trail 100 Run 
Presented by New Balance

©2015 LIFE TIME FITNESS, INC. All rights reserved. EVMG50158

  
Founder of the Leadville Trail 100
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$180
5.4 oz

250 lumens
www.lightandmotion.com

$60 
9.7 oz

100 lumens
www.gomotion.com

$30  
2.9 oz

90 lumens
www.princetontech.com
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TR AINING
TR AIL TIPS

ASK THE  COACH

BY GARETT GRAUBINS

Achieving the 
Mission Impossible
How to train with a family and full-time job—in other words, a real life

W hen I half-heartedly put in for the 2014 Hardrock 100 
lottery, I had zero notions of actually running it. After 
all, with a total of more than 1000 trail runners vying for 

140 precious spots on the starting line, my odds were as promising 
as a popsicle surviving on a summer sidewalk. Plus, my body was 
nowhere near racing shape. It was more of a pear shape. 

In addition, my winter and spring calendar was already 
scripted: a demanding job, work travel and the final semester of 
an MBA program, all while trying to remain a committed dad 
and husband. I would not have the time to log 80-to-100-mile 
weeks on distant alpine trails. With some luck, I might muster 
six miles a day on flat, gravel paths around our suburban home.

And wouldn’t you know it—my name was drawn. These days, 
when you get a precious ticket to run the Hardrock 100, you seize 
it. I realized I would have to craft an unorthodox training plan 
to prepare for this beastly race, which climbs a total of 33,000 
vertical feet, over technical terrain, mostly above an altitude of 
11,000 feet in Colorado’s San Juan Mountains. Inspired by other 

trail runners with taxing schedules, I pieced together the “The 
Workingperson’s Guide to Kissing the Rock,” which was built 
around three cornerstones: intensity, specificity and reality.  

Intensity 
Says Jason Koop, Director of Coaching with Carmichael Training 
Systems and two-time Hardrocker, “If you are crunched for 
time, focus on the intensity of your workouts versus the overall 
mileage.” He adds, “Intensity trumps volume because your 
total workload is going to be higher, and the higher your total 
workload, the bigger the adaptation.” 

Because I tended to doze off in my college science classes, 

The author and his son, Sawyer, at the 
finish of the 2014 Hardrock 100.
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Acclimatize … 
While You Sleep
A top reason many runners don’t see the 
finish line of the Hardrock 100—or many other 
mountain ultras—is that they are unprepared for 
the high altitude.

The optimal way to prepare is to live in the 
mountains or arrive at altitude a few weeks 
before the race—not options for most of us. 

Luckily, there is an option that gives altitude-
challenged athletes a fighting chance at 
mountain ultras—altitude sleeping chambers. 
Three weeks before my Hardrock race, I acquired 
a Hypoxico Altitude Training Systems model 
www.hypoxico.com.

These tents form an envelope around your 
bed (adjustable according to bed size). A side 
unit the size of Star Wars’ R2-D2 pumps thin 
air into the tent and can be set to simulate 
altitudes up to 12,500 feet (an adapter lets you 
set it even higher). 

The Idiot’s Guide to the science behind these 
chambers is that they amplify pulmonary 
oxygen absorption and enhance oxygen 
transportation through the body, thereby 
making your body more efficient up high. 

During my “tent” time, I was able to sleep 
at the equivalent of 11,000 feet. My experience 
is purely anecdotal, but despite my low-
mileage training and limited time spent above 
9,000 feet prior to the big day, I enjoyed less 
discomfort at higher altitudes than in three 
previous Hardrock finishes.

It also appears that this is not merely a test 
study of one mediocre runner (me). Eventual 
2014 Hardrock champion and record-setter Kilian 
Jornet utilized a Hypoxico tent. 2012 Hardrock 
champ Hal Koerner also slept in an altitude 
tent for weeks leading up to the race, and an 
increasing number of hopeful Hardrockers and 
ultra aspirants are following suit.

training
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I asked for some clarification from Koop. “Working at high 
intensity—or at your lactate threshold—will produce the 
adaptations you need to cope with altitude,” he explains. 
Basically, he says, it increases your mitochondrial density (the 
greater the density, the faster and longer athletes can train) 
and red-blood-cell volume (reds contain hemoglobin, which 
transports oxygen throughout your body). 

In 2013, Boulder-based endurance athlete Bob Africa, 42, 
put such a plan to the test, when he tackled the Leadman—a 
ridiculous challenge encompassing the Leadville Marathon, 
Silver Rush 50-Mile Bike or Run, a 10K race, the Leadville Trail 
100-mile Mountain Bike and the Leadville Trail 100 Run in the 
same summer. Many factors kept him from heavy training, he 
explains, while rattling off a litany of them: “Running a company, 
a little girl, turning 40, knee surgery. I needed to change it up.”

For added intensity, Africa embraced the mantra, “Less is more 
and quality over quantity.” He immersed himself in CrossFit 
Endurance, a sport-specific off-shoot of the high-intensity 
training program CrossFit that mixes a running regimen with 
strength workouts and other CrossFit components to help the 
runner perform better despite running fewer training miles. 

“It got me very fit, mentally and physically,” he explains. In 
2013, Africa placed second overall in the Leadman competition. 
As if that weren’t enough, in 2014, with the same training 
approach, Africa took on the Leadman again—and won it, even 
though his longest training run had been just four hours. 

2011 Hardrock finisher Ryan Cooper, 40, who lives in Frederick, 

Maryland, discovered that 
“intensity is a big factor when 
you don’t have a lot of time.” 
Married, with two young 
girls and a demanding job, 
Cooper spends two days a 
week at the gym, focusing on 
whole-body strengthening, 
comprising of “super sets” 
(no breaks between sets). The 
sets include body-weight and 
running-specific exercises (i.e. 
plyometrics) as well as free 
weights and machines. Cooper 
can only hit the trails once 
a week, but credits increased 
intensity (shorter distances at a 

faster pace) with getting him through Virginia’s difficult Grindstone 
100 in 2014.

Myself, I began mixing in ½-mile, 200-foot-vertical hill repeats, 
doing 10 reps two to three times a week, pushing my pace into 
the anaerobic zone for short spells. I also sprinkled in up to five 
¼-mile sprints during my morning five-milers. 

Specificity
It’s easy in theory: to run the world’s toughest mountain 
ultra, you should train on mountains. But what if your nearest 

To run the world’s 
toughest mountain ultra, 
you should train on 
mountains. But what if 
your nearest mountain is 
a mole hill? A very small 
percentage of the world 
lives near climbs as epic 
as those found at the 
Hardrock 100, so you 
must be creative.
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mountain is a mole hill? The truth is, a very small percentage of 
the world lives near climbs as epic as those found at the Hardrock 
100, so you must be creative.

Koop preaches to “simply get in all the vertical you can—it’s 
almost impossible to do too much vertical in preparation for a 
race like Hardrock.” Trails and roads can be “jerry-rigged” to 
make the vertical gain add up. As a rule of thumb, the vertical 
gain for your training should mimic the vertical ascent/descent 
per mile of your target race. 

“Also, you can increase the intensity of a workout by adding a 
reasonable amount of weight (up to 10 pounds) to your pack,” he says.

Downtown Denver, where I work, is fairly flat. So, consistent 
with Koop’s advice, I snuck in vertical by taking the stairs every 
day. On lunchtime runs, I sought out high-rise hotels (thanks, 
Denver Hyatt!) and even parking garages for more simulated 
mountain climbing. 

Our company’s nearby workout facility had treadmills that 
tilted to a 15-percent uphill grade. To add to my weekly vertical 
tally, I would hike for an hour at a time on them over lunch breaks, 
sometimes answering emails on my phone at the same time.

Reality
Despite your dreams of running with the big dogs, at some 
point,you should set realistic expectations and goals. 

Colorado-based coach Cindy Stonesmith www.
ultrarunnertraining.com, who has coached ultra athletes to the 
finish of some of the world’s most difficult races, recommends 

“training races” as checkpoints leading up to your target race—
preferably scheduled in increasing distance and difficulty. When 
training for Hardrock, for example, the online consensus seems 
to be that the runner should line up mountainous trail races 
building up from marathon distance to 50K up to 50 miles.

“If you’re sore or unable to recovery quickly from one of these 
stepping stone races,” says Stonesmith, “it’s a good indicator that 
your training isn’t matching your race goals.”  

What should you do if your body says you’re not where you’d 
like to be? “Set a pace and heart-rate plan,” says Stonesmith. “By 
not going out too fast and sticking to overall time goal pace, you’ll 
ensure that you’re running in the right energy system that will 
take you to the finish line still smiling.”

In the 2014 Hardrock 100, I did not have a script for target 
heart rates (although it might have helped). Instead, I forced 
myself to walk early and often. I made sure that my hiking pace 
was easy enough to allow conversation with others around me. 
This required that I check my competitive urges at the door, but 
it also helped me to lay a foundation for a solid latter part of the 
race and, most importantly, a finisher’s medal. At Mile 27, I was 
around 75th place, already far behind even some mid-packers. 
When I crossed the finish and kissed the hallowed Hardrock, I 
was in 25th place and able to run.

Despite not running more than 45 miles per week at his training 
peak, Garett Graubins managed to complete the 2014 Hardrock 
100 in under 36 hours.
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BY SARAH LAVENDER SMITH

A Better Trip 
Makes A Better Race
Four trail-running pros share their race-travel tips

W hen preparing for a goal race at a far-away destination, you do everything you can to 
maximize training. Then you deliberately rest and try to stay healthy during your taper. 
But what do you do when it’s time to travel to the big event? Ideally, you plan to make 

travel stress-free and you arrive 100-percent race ready. Surprisingly, however, many of us don’t 
sweat the details of travel in our race plans and encounter problems en route that can sabotage the 
physical conditioning and mental equanimity we worked so hard to achieve. Trail Runner asked 
four pros (right) and experienced travellers for their advice on getting to the race in top shape.

1 Before You Go 
Plan to arrive at the location early. Build in extra travel days to acclimate and erase any lingering 
effects of jet lag. Amy Sproston aims for a minimum of three, while Ian Sharman recommends 
arriving a day early for every time zone you cross. 

When Sharman violated his rule of thumb at the 2013 Vermont 100, the second race in the Grand 
Slam, he paid a price. 

“I should have followed my own advice and arrived several days before the race,” he says. 
“Instead, I paced a friend at California’s Badwater 135 on Monday and Tuesday, flew overnight 
Wednesday and then slept in a small rental car at the start on Friday. It’s not surprising I felt 
horrible from very early in the race and had a really tough day.”

Use apps and upgrades to book a better seat. Use an app such as seatguru.com to find the best 
seat on your flight. Aisle seats are usually preferred, as they allow you to easily get up and move 
around. If you can afford it, upgrade to premium for more legroom and easier check-in. 

When you have your flights and lodging booked, reduce travel stress by organizing all your 
information in one place by using an app such as TripIt.com.

Find contacts and helpers at your destination. Don’t be shy—use social media, such as an event’s 
Facebook page, and internet research (Trail Runner’s Trail Club Finder, www.trailrunnermag.com/
trail-clubs, is a great resource) to find and connect with locals at your race destination. 

If you sign up for a destination race like the Jungfrau Marathon (pictured), stack the odds of having a good race in your favor 
by paying attention to travel details.
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To aid you on your journey, 
we turned to four travel-savvy, 
trail-running pros:

Stephanie Case
Vancouver, British Columbia. 
Past winner of several 250K desert-
crossing self-supported stage 
races and the Vermont 100. She 
travels frequently for her work for 
human-rights organizations, and 
was recently stationed in the South 
Sudan and now in Gaza.

Scott Dunlap
Woodside,California. 
2010 USA Track & Field Master’s 
Ultrarunner of the Year, who in 
recent years raced throughout the 
United States and Europe. Dunlap 
flies weekly as an executive and 
investor for tech start-ups.

Amy Sproston
Bend, Oregon.
2012 100K World Championship 
winner, who in the past two years 
raced numerous ultras in South 
America, Europe and Asia. Her work 
for an international humanitarian 
group takes her around the globe.

Ian Sharman 
Walnut Creek, California.
2013 Grand Slam of Ultrarunning 
record holder and coach to other 
champions. Has raced in over 30 
countries on six continents.



VISIT www.ospreypacks.com/en/
group/endurance__trail_fitness_1/
rev_series for more information.

This will be Osprey’s third year partnering with Dominion 
Riverrock as the official pack sponsor. We will be joined by Osprey 
Athlete Ben Clark, a Colorado ultra-runner who just finished 
his documentary “Nolan’s 14” (https://vimeo.com/ondemand/
nolans14). The film shares an insider look at Ben’s first attempt at 
this demanding and unforgiving route of 100 miles that traverses 
fourteen 14,000-foot peaks and requires over 90,000 feet of 
elevation gain. During Dominion Riverrock, Ben will be leading 
group hikes with the Central Virginia Trailblazers and competing 
in the ECCO James River Scramble 10k. Stop by Osprey’s booth to 
meet Ben and chat about this endeavor or sign up for one of the 
hikes he will be leading throughout the weekend.

The 2015 Dominion Riverrock should not be missed. The many races, 
competitions, and interactive demos, as well as the outstanding live 
performances from regional and national musicians performing on 
Brown’s Island, are big reasons why Osprey keeps coming back for more. 

MAY 15-17  I  RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

DominionRiverrock.com 
Facebook.com/riverrockRVA

Fit and functionality 
are core values for our 
product development 
at Osprey Packs and 
these same values 
apply to our Dominion 
Riverrock partnership
The fusion of music, outdoor events 
and Richmond’s vibrant riverfront make 
Dominion Riverrock the most dynamic and 
entertaining festival in the East.  

ominion Riverrock provides a unique experience for all 
of those who attend. Whether it’s mountain biking, trail 
running, kayaking, adventure racing or even the ultimate 

air dog competition, Dominion Riverrock celebrates the outdoors 
surrounded by the stunning backdrop of the James River in the 
heart of downtown Richmond. This event is one where Osprey 
is able to connect with both avid pack-users and those just 
discovering the outdoors. 

ADVERTORIAL

While you’re there, swing by 
the Osprey booth to learn more 
about our 2015 product line 
including our technical trail 
running pack, the REV SERIES, 
a favorite for many outdoor 
enthusiasts who need to stay 
hydrated and fueled for any 
trail pursuit. We will have a full 
fleet of select Rev Series packs 
available for free demo if you 
would like to experience the 
custom fit that is Osprey Packs. 
See you at Dominion Riverrock!

D
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3 Bring Items to Help In-Flight
These runners suggest the following 
items for a more comfortable travel 
experience:

Earplugs and/or noise-canceling 
headphones
Eye mask (to block light for sleep)
Compression socks (to reduce swelling)
Eye drops and lotion to soothe eyes 
and skin that dry out in airplane air
A palm-sized massager (such as the 
Moji 360) to massage your legs
Healthy snacks to sustain energy and 
to replace bad airplane food
Something cozy. For Sproston, it’s a 
fuzzy blanket and pillow. For Dunlap, 
it’s a cashmere hoodie. 

“No garment has been more valuable 
to me for my 90-plus flights per year,” he 
says. “It’s warm enough to combat the 
cold airplane air, soft enough to sleep 
in and you can pull the hood right over 
your eyes to block out distractions.”

“Facebook and Twitter are amazing for finding local runners,” says Scott Dunlap, 
“and I ask them for restaurant suggestions, advice or to meet up for a quick jog.”

Finding a generous local to crew for you can ease your packing and logistics by supplying a 
few of your race needs, like a cooler for ice or a blanket for a nighttime aid station. That way, 
your luggage is less likely to bulge with gear- and food-filled drop bags. 

Explains Sharman, “I generally don’t use drop bags. … I aim to have my crew in 100s 
usually comprised of local friends in the area of the race. The smaller the logistical 
requirements from my side, the less things can go wrong.”

If bringing food abroad, check customs regulations. Generally it’s OK to bring packaged 
food, such as bars and energy gels. But some food items are prohibited, such as fresh fruits, 
eggs and meat, and every country’s rules are different. Some countries (including the 
United States) prohibit dried as well as fresh meat products, so if you bring a bag of your 
favorite homemade jerky, you may have to toss it. Also, realize that you may not be able to 
purchase your preferred race foods in your destination.

2 Pack Right 
Don’t put off packing. Make a detailed list well ahead of your travel date, and constantly 
update it. Then, pack a few days in advance to avoid last-minute panic, and so you don’t 
forget essential items. Sharman laments his 11th-hour packing blunders: “I forgot to 
bring my watch one time and my race food another time.”

Carry on or wear the essentials. “I divide everything into two piles: things I simply cannot 
race without, and things I would prefer not to race without. Everything in the first category 
comes with me, to the extent possible,” says Stephanie Case. “You can cut down on the size 
of your carry-on by wearing as much of your gear as possible. At a minimum, I try to wear 
my running shoes, watch, shirt and jacket, and, if I’m feeling brave, I whip on the tights!”

 

Each runner at each race will receive a Columbia Omni-Freeze ICE® Tech T-shirt!

970-479-2280  |  www.vailrec.com

May 16 La Sportiva Boneyard Boogie 11k Trail Run 

June 20 La Sportiva Beaver Creek Summer Solstice 
 5k and 10k Trail Run, Plus Kids Fun Run 

July 5 La Sportiva Vail HillClimb 7.5 Mile Trail Run*

July 19  La Sportiva Vail Half Marathon Trail Run 

Aug. 2  La Sportiva Berry Picker 5k Trail Run 

Aug. 23  La Sportiva 5k & 10k @ 10,000 Feet 
 Trail Run 

SEPT. 13  La Sportiva EverGold 5k & 11k Trail Run 

Dates subject to change.

S A V E  T H E  D A T E

RUNWILD
MOUNTAINS!THROUGH THE

EAGLE COUNTY -  COLORADO

*Vail HillClimb to be a featured event in the 
2015 La Sportiva Mountain Cup

Vail Half Marathon 2014   |  Photograph by Scott McClarrinon The VRD is an equal opportunity service provider and operates under special permission from the White River National Forest and Bureau of Land Management.

SPONSORED BY

100 TRAIL RACES NATIONWIDE FROM 5 TO 50 KM 

XTERRATRAILRUN.COM    877-751-8880
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4 Stay Healthy En Route and Upon Arrival
Move around to prevent DVT/PE. During 2012, Sproston had a flurry of travel—
from Kenya to Southern California and Portland, and then to Istanbul and New 
York. After the trip to Turkey, she noticed pain in her calf. It turns out she had 
the serious condition Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT), or clotting in the deep 
veins of her leg. The DVT progressed to life-threatening Pulmonary Embolism 
(PE) when the clot broke loose and traveled toward her lungs.
Research suggests that endurance athletes are at a greater risk for DVT/PE, 

possibly because their low resting heart rate makes it more likely that blood 
will pool and clot during extended periods of sitting. 

Dehydration following an endurance event can be another contributing 
factor, as it thickens the blood. Blood thinners and a trip to the ER saved 
Sproston, but she suffered agonizing leg and chest pains, and her training and 
race plans had to be put on hold for a while. How do you prevent DVT/PE? 
Simple: keep moving, and stay hydrated. “Now, I’m constantly getting up and 
doing calf raises to keep my blood moving,” says Sproston. 

Drink a lot. Being well hydrated promotes good health in numerous ways—
especially flushing out a virus you picked up en route. “People don’t realize how 
dehydrated they get on planes,” says Case. While a little alcohol can help ease 
travel tension, avoid the enticements of airport bars and the beverage cart. 

Be germaphobic. Wash your hands with soap frequently, and avoid other 
travelers who are coughing or who have babies with runny noses. 

Run off your jet lag. Even if you’re tired, go for an easy run as soon as 
possible upon arrival. “It refreshes you from the hours of sitting, and gets you 
used to your new surroundings,” says Sharman.

5 Be Flexible
If your travel plans fall apart, persevere. Like a 
challenging trail run, travel requires endurance, 
navigation and troubleshooting. If your well-planned 
itinerary doesn’t go according to plan, be flexible, 
find an alternative route and keep a sense of humor. 

Case endured a travel nightmare in 2010 flying 
to Australia for a 250K stage race, when she became 
stranded in London due to a volcanic eruption in 
Iceland that affected travel across Europe. 

“I couldn’t bear missing the race, so I ended up 
taking a train to Paris, then splitting a cab with seven 
strangers all the way to Madrid,” she recalls. “From 
there, I flew through the Middle East to Singapore 
and finally Australia. The whole journey took six 
days and thousands of dollars, but I made it.” Even 
better, she finished the race 2nd female, 8th overall. 

“While it was certainly stressful, I ended up 
meeting some great people and sharing quite a few 
laughs—an experience I’ll never forget.” 

Sarah Lavender Smith, a Contributing Editor 
at Trail Runner, loves to travel but hates to 
fly. She writes about trail running and travel at 
TheRunnersTrip.com.
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COACH LIZA HOWARD, 42, of San Antonio, Texas, has run 
many miles while pushing a stroller, and, in 2014, bounced back 
from her second pregnancy to set a new course record at North 
Carolina’s Umstead 100-miler. “The stroller’s extra weight 
can be a great way to maximize your training,” says Howard, 

Stroller Training
Do you have suggestions on how to maximize 
training while pushing a stroller?  Between the 
baby and the equipment, I’m pushing about 50 
extra pounds, and go for about three one-hour 
runs per week. 

—Ryan Hoffman, Santa Cruz, CA

IN MAY, 34-year-old James Nielsen set a new standard for the 
“beer mile,” becoming the first to go under the five-minute 
mile mark. He drank a beer before every lap of the track—four 
total—and finished in 4 minutes 57 seconds. Amazing.

Despite what Nielsen has managed to train himself to do, 
ethanol consumption, no matter the type of alcohol, certainly 
isn’t going to bestow any advantage. The science shows that 
it wreaks havoc on our digestive tracts and interferes with 
hormone and glucose regulation, disturbing normal blood-
sugar levels.

“Regularly consuming more than two drinks per day carries 
a wide range of health consequences for the heart, brain and 
other organs,“ says Matt Fitzgerald, sport nutritionist and 
author of 80/20 Running. “Research has shown, however, that 
moderate alcohol consumption, one or two drinks a day, 
promotes heart health, and in this regard it’s good for aerobic 
fitness too.”

With that in mind—and knowing that alcohol is pretty much 
nutrient void yet carbohydrate dense—stick to consuming 
your favorite beverage after a run, when the body is starved for 
carbohydrates (glycogen) and hydration. 

“A 2011 study by researchers at the University of Spain found 
that drinking two cans of beer after a one-hour run in a warm 
environment had the same effect on recovery as drinking 
an equivalent amount of water,” says Fitzgerald. Be warned, 
however: use the suds sparingly or you’ll be toting the extra 
weight of a beer belly on the trails.

To Imbibe or Not to Imbibe
Alcohol consumption: the night before a race, 
post-run, during training—what’s the science? 
Give it to me straight! (Or, neat). 

—Brent Miller, Kirkland, WA

tusseymountainback.com 

info@tusseymountainback.com

814.238.5918

The
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    Every Month of the year. 
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BY MATT HART / coachingendurance.com

IT’S INEVITABLE. As we age we lose muscle mass, the ability to 
recover from training and fast-twitch muscle fiber. Our joints 
and tendons become stiffer and less elastic, and, worse yet, our 
hearts become less efficient at pumping blood. Because we can’t 
recover as fast, we aren’t able to put in the training volume 
and intensity of the younger versions of ourselves. All of this 
conspires to make us slower runners. 

After the age of 26, a person’s ability to transport oxygen to 
working muscles (VO2 Max), decreases by an average rate of 
about 1 to 1.5 percent each year. Highly trained older athletes, 
however, can expect to lose just .5 percent. Ultrarunning legend 
Blake Wood, 56, of Los Alamos, New Mexico, told me it wasn’t 
until his fifth attempt at the Hardrock 100 Mile Endurance Run 
that he won the race, at age 40. “My times got faster and faster 
until I was 40,” says Wood. “For me there was a distinct peak at 
40 to 44 years old.”

As Wood shows, what is lost in biological prowess over time 
is gained in cumulative knowledge, racing strategy and training 
history. “Having the extra experience, being prepared, knowing 
what to expect, what could happen with the weather, it pays 
off,” says Wood. 

It paid dividends at this year’s Hardrock when the monsoonal 
flow uncharacteristically stuck around through the night 
for six hours, causing race favorites and mid-packers alike 
to drop out of the race. Wood persevered to finish his  
19th Hardrock. TR

Old-Man Strength
I enjoyed reading the trailrunnermag.com 
interview with Tony Krupicka and have a question 
about his comment about getting “into more 
slog-y types of activities that require more old-
man strength.” I am heartened to hear that there 
might be such a thing, as, at 53, I may fall into 
that category. So what is this old-man strength? 

—Peter Olson, Santa Fe, NM
 

“increasing both core and leg strength.”
Remember that pushing a stroller will not allow you to hit 

stroller-less paces during training runs. Howard suggests using the 
stroller on overload or recovery days, where it will slow you down. 

She also recommends concentrating on your form. “It’s 
common to hunch over the jogger’s handle and run with an 
unnaturally shortened stride,” says Howard. Stand up straight, 
push the stroller with one hand at a time and switch often, 
she says. Count your cadence to make sure it’s comparable to 
stroller-less runs (count one foot for 30 seconds, then multiply 
it by two). 

Another benefit of training with a stroller might come from 
its less-tangible adversity training. Races never happen exactly as 
planned and babies are capricious, which can ultimately help you 
develop strategies for dealing with uncertainty and adversity—a 
handy skill when things fall apart on race day. If you find yourself 
with a wildly inconsolable child on a stroller run, take some deep 
breaths and know it’s just good training for your race, when you 
might be the capricious, wildly inconsolable child. 

50 Mile  
Mountain Bike Race
Saturday, August 15th

26.2 mile & 13.1 mile  
Trail Running Races

Sunday, August 16th

Honey Stinger’s 5th Annual 

STEAMBOAT STINGER 
Steamboat Springs, CO

www.honeystinger.com

March 21st - Into the Wild OC Trail Run 10k/21k,
Irvine Park/Santiago Oaks

May 30th - Into the Wild Black Star Canyon 9.2k,
Black Star Canyon

July (2 Thurs. night races) - Into the Wild Rockin’ Summer 
Runs 5k, Irvine Park

November 14th - Into the Wild HPN Trail Running 
Championship 12k/30k, Limestone/Whiting Ranch

www.intothewildoctrailrun.com

2015 
TRAIL RACES
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2015 TROPHY SERIES SPONSORS

Pacific/Desert
03/21 Chuckanut 50K; Fairhaven, WA; chuckanut50@gmail.com; 

www.chuckanut50krace.com
03/27 Badger Mountain Challenge 15K, 50K, 50M, 100M; Richland, WA; 

Jasonreathaford@gmail.com; badgermountainchallenge.com
04/12 Trail Less Traveled Trail Runs 5K, 6.55M, 14M; Oroville, CA; julie@

underthesunevents.org; www.underthesunevents.org
04/18 Escape From Prison Hill  10K, 13.1M; Carson City, NV; rd.efph@

gmail.com; www.tahoemtnmilers.org/efph.html
04/19 Foxy Trail Half Marathon 5K, 13.1M; San Diego, CA; drrunco@

sdri.net; www.dirtdevilracing.com/2014-racing-schedule/2014-
foxy-trail-half-marathon/

04/19 Spokane River Run 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K; Spokane, WA; 
spokaneriverrun@gmail.com; www.spokaneriverrun.com

04/25 Rodeo Beach Rumble 8K, 13.1M, 30K, 50K; Sausalito, CA; info@
urbancoyoteracing.com; www.urbancoyoteracing.com

05/09 Smith Rock Ascent 4M, 15M, 50K; Terrebonne, OR; mountaintrailseries@
gmail.com; www.gobeyondracing.com

05/17 Ohlone Wilderness 50K Trail Run 50K; Fremont, CA; director@
ohlone50k.com; www.ohlone50k.com

05/23 Mount Wilson Trail Race 8.6M; Sierra Madre, CA; pete.siberell@
santaanita.com; www.mountwilsontrailrace.com

05/25 Trail Factor 50K 50K; Portland, OR; mountaintrailseries@gmail.
com; www.gobeyondracing.com

05/30 Liberty Lake Trail Run 8M; Liberty Lake, WA; davedutro@gmail.
com; www.trailmaniacs.com

05/30 San Bruno Mountain Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; San Bruno, CA; info@
urbancoyoteracing.com; www.urbancoyoteracing.com

05/31 Echo Valley Trail Run 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Chelan, WA; 
roger@4thDimensionRacing.com ; www.evergreentrailruns.com

06/06 Truckee Trail Running Festival 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Truckee, CA; 
info@tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/
trail-runs/truckee-running-festival/

06/07 Holcomb Valley Trail Runs 7M, 15M, 33M; Big Bear Lake, CA; raceinfo@
holcombvalleytrailruns.com; www.holcombvalleytrailruns.com

06/21 Burton Creek Trail Run 6K, 12K, 13.1M, 50K; Tahoe City, CA; 
info@tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/
trail-runs/burton-creek-trail-run/

07/03 Run to the Beach 5K, 10K; Kings Beach, CA; info@tahoetrailrunning.
com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/run-to-the-beach/

07/11 Mt Hood 50 50M; Clackamas Lake, OR; mountaintrailseries@
gmail.com; www.gobeyondracing.com

07/18 Brian Waterbury Memorial Rock To Pier Run 10K, 13.1M; Morro 
Bay, CA; ksweeny@morro-bay.ca.us; www.leaguelineup.com/
rock2pier

07/25 Harding Hustle 15K, 30K, 50K; Modjeska Canyon, CA; 
jessica@dirtyfeet.us; www.trailrunning.dirtyfeet.us/
hardinghustleindex.html

08/08 Genoa Peak Completely Mad-a-thon & Only Half Mad-a-thon 
13.1M, 26.2M; Lake Tahoe, NV; ascentruns@gmail.com; www.
ascentruns.com

08/08 Haulin’ Aspen Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M; Bend, OR; race@
layitoutevents.com; www.haulinaspen.com

08/15 Big Blue Trail Run 5K, 10K; Incline Village, NV; info@
tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/
big-blue-trail-run/

08/16 Dirt Devils Stairway to Heaven 15K, 13.1M; San Diego, CA; drrunco@
sdri.net; www.dirtdevilracing.com/2014-racing-schedule/
stairway-to-heaven-15k/

08/16 Marlette Trail Run 50K; Virginia City, CA; info@tahoetrailrunning.
com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/marlette-50k/

09/05 Volcanic 50 50K; Mt St Helens, WA; volcanic50@gmail.com; 
www.gobeyondracing.com

09/12 Love on the Rocks 5k/10k 5K, 10K; Chico, CA; nikki@
underthesunevents.org; www.underthesunevents.org/
love-on-the-rocks

09/12 Paatuwaqatsi - Water Is Life 50K; Polacca, AZ; dmeyer1724@
gmail.com; www.waterisliferun.org

09/13 Lagoon Valley Trail Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Vacaville, CA; info@
lagoonvalleytrailrun.com; www.lagoonvalleytrailrun.com

09/19 Emerald Bay Trail Run 6.9M; Tahoe City, CA; info@tahoetrailrunning.
com; www.bigblueadventure.com

09/26 Mountain Lakes 100 100M; Olallie Lake, OR; mountaintrailseries@
gmail.com; www.gobeyondracing.com

Rockies
03/07 Moab’s Spring Trail Run and Duathlon 5K; Moab, UT; danelle22@

msn.com; www.trainingrx.com
04/11 Cedro Peak Ultra 45K, 45M; Tijeras, NM; KingYogaDesign@

gmail.com; www.cpu45.org
04/12 XTERRA CMSP  5K, 12K, 24K; Colorado Springs, CO; victoria@

marathonmajic.com; www.marathonmajic.com
04/18 Desert RATS Trailrunning Festival 5M, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 52.4M; 

Fruita, CO; reid_delman@geminiadventures.com; www.
geminiadventures.com

04/19 Hibernation Half and 10K 10K, 13.1M; Lakewood, CO; coach@
runnersedgeoftherockies.com; www.bearchaserace.com/

04/24 Salt Flats 100/50 Mile Endurance Runs 50M, 100M; Wendover, 
UT; vince.romney@gmail.com; www.saltflats100.com

05/02 Collegiate Peaks 25M, 50M; Buena Vista, CO; burkekaiser@
hotmail.com; www.collegiatepeakstrailrun.org

05/16 Sage Burner 50k/25k 25K, 50K; Gunnison, CO; jesse.chettle@
gmail.com; www.sageburnertrailrun.com/

05/23 Jemez Mountain Trail Runs 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Los Alamos, NM; 
kernkt@cybermesa.com; www.highaltitudeathletics.org

05/24 Final Hill Trail Race 5K; Laramie, WY; amuthig@journeymanadv.
com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/

05/24 Medicine Bow Half Marathon 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Laramie, WY; 
amuthig@journeymanadv.com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/
marathon/

05/24 Rocky Mountain 50k 50K; Laramie, WY; amuthig@journeymanadv.
com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/

05/24 Wyoming Marathon 26.2M; Laramie, WY; amuthig@journeymanadv.
com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/

06/13 XTERRA Turkey Track Trail 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Pagosa Springs, 
CO; mike@joingecko.org; www.joingecko.org/xterraturkeytrack 

06/14 South Park Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M; Fairplay, CO; info@
humanpotentialrunning.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.
com/races/south-park-marathon/

06/18 Grin and Bear It Trail Running Race 15K; Crested Butte, CO; 
events@cbnordic.com; www.cbnordic.org/grinandbearit

06/20 Howelsen 8 Miler 4M, 8M; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

07/04 4th of July Ultra 5M, 25K, 50K, 50M; Coeur d’Alene, ID; davedutro@
gmail.com; www.trailmaniacs.com

07/11 Sheep Mountain Endurance Run 50M; Fairplay, CO; info@
HumanPotentialRunning.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.
com/races/sheep-mountain-50-mile-race/

07/12 Summer Roundup Trail Run 12K; Colorado Springs, CO; info@
pikespeakmarathon.org; www.summerroundup.com

07/18 Classic 10K Race 10K; Colorado Springs, CO; director@csgrandprix.
com; www.csgrandprix.com

07/25 Crested Butte Half Marathon 13.1M; Crested Butte, CO; info@
livingjourneys.org; www.livingjourneys.org

07/25 Spring Creek Memorial 9 Miler 5K, 9M; Steamboat Springs, CO; 
ssrunningseries@gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

07/31 Chase the Moon 12H; Highlands Ranch, CO; coach@
runnersedgeoftherockies.com; www.chasethemoonrace.com

08/01 GORE-TEX Grand Traverse Mountain Run 40M; Crested Butte, CO; 
andrew@elkmountainstraverse.com; www.gtmountainrun.com

08/01 HURL Elkhorn Endurance Runs 23K, 50K, 50M; Helena, MT; 
slengebrecht@msn.com; www.hurlelkhorn.com

08/02 Taos Ski Valley 10K Up And Over Trail Run 10K; Taos Ski Valley, 
NM; info@taosskivalley.com; www.taosskivalley.com

08/08 Silverheels Endurance Run 100M; Fairplay, CO; info@
HumanPotentialRunning.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.
com/races/silverheels-100-mile-race/

08/16 Steamboat Stinger 13.1M, 26.2M; Steamboat Springs, CO; colin@
honeystinger.com; www.honeystinger.com/steamboatstinger.html

08/21 Ghosts of Yellowstone 100M 100M; Pony, MT; AlexP@mysteryranch.
com; www.ghostsofyellowstone100M.com

08/22 Continental Divide Trail Run 15.5M; Steamboat Springs, CO; 
ssrunningseries@gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

08/22 Devil Mountain Ultra & Demons of Dust 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 
50M; Pagosa Springs, CO; mike@joingecko.org; www.joingecko.
org/devilmountain 

08/22 Fool’s Gold 50M 50M; Pony, MT; ALEXP@MYSTERYRANCH.COM;
www.mysteryranchultrachallenge.com

09/05 Meeteetse Absaroka Challenge 5K, 10K, 15K; Meeteetse, WY; 
meetrec@tctwest.net; www.meetrec.org

09/06 10K @ 10,000ft 5K, 10K; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.51dave.miller@gmail.com

09/12 Tommyknocker Ultras 50K, 100K; Divide, CO; info@
HumanPotentialRunning.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.
com/races/tommyknocker-ultras/

09/26 Bear Chase Trail Races 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 50M, 100K; Lakewood, CO; 
coach@runnersedgeoftherockies.com; www.bearchaserace.com

09/26 Emerald Mountain 12K; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

09/26 Mountain Chile Cha Cha 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Pagosa Springs, CO; 
mike@joingecko.org; www.joingecko.org/mountainchilechacha 

Heartland
03/07 Bound the Mound 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Evansville, IN; info@

boundthemound.com; www.boundthemound.com
03/07 Post Oak Challenge 10K, 6.55M, 13.1M, 25K, 26.2M, 50K; Tulsa, 

OK; postoakchallenge@yahoo.com; www.postoakrun.com

2015 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
PICK A RACE AND ENTER TODAY!

HEARTLAND

NORTHEAST

ROCKIES

PACIFIC/DESERT

SOUTH

CANADA

LOCATIONS

PACIFIC/DESERT: AK, AZ, CA, HI, OR, NV, WA, 
ROCKIES: CO, ID, MT, NM, UT, WY
HEARTLAND: IA, IL, IN, KS, MI, MN, MO, ND, 
NE, OH, OK, SD, WI 
NORTHEAST: CT, D.C., DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, 
NJ, NY, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV 
SOUTH: AL, AR, FL, GA, KY, LA, MS, NC, SC, 
TN, TX 
CANADA: AB, BC, ON

For regular updates to our 2015 TROPHY SERIES 
RESULTS, visit www.trailrunnermag.com/trophyseries.
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03/28 Prairie Spirit Trail 100 & 50 Mile Ultra Races 50M, 100M; Ottawa, 
KS; RD@PrairieSpirit100.com; www.PrairieSpirit100.com

04/18 Earth Day Trail Run 5M, 15M, 50K; Crystal Lake, IL; dirtrunner100@
yahoo.com; www.muddrunner.com

04/18 Free State Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M, 40M, 100K; Lawrence, KS; 
badbendrs@yahoo.com; www.psychowyco.com

04/25 FlatRock 101K Ultra Trail Race 101K; Independence, KS; RD@
flatrock101.com; www.FlatRock101.com

04/25 Iola Trail Run 5K, 10K; Iola, WI; info@greatlakesendurance.
com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

04/25 Trail Marathon Weekend Day 1 5M, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Pinckney, 
MI; info@rfevents.com; www.trailmarathon.com

05/09 Ice Age Trail 13.1M, 50K, 50M; La Grange, WI; iceage50rd@
sbcglobal.net; www.iceagetrail50.com

05/30 Flint Hills Trail 40 Mile & Marathon Races 26.2M, 40M; Ottawa, 
KS; RD@FlintHills40.com; www.FlintHills40.com

06/06 Kettle Moraine 100 Endurance Runs 38M, 100K, 100M; La Grange, 
WI; kettle100run@yahoo.com; www.kettle100.com

06/07 Deadwood Mickelson Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Deadwood, 
SD; info@DeadwoodMickelsonTrailMarathon.com; www.
deadwoodmickelsontrailmarathon.com

06/13 Conserve School Trail Run 5K, 13.1M; Land O’Lakes, WI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

06/20 The Dizzy GOAT 3H, 6H, 12H; Schramm Park State Recreation 
Area, NE; info@irunwithgoats.com; www.irunwithgoats.
org/2014-dizzy-goat.html

06/27 Big Two Hearted Freshwater Trail Run 13..1M, 26.2M, 50K; 
Paradise, MI; info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.
greatlakesendurance.com

07/11 Dances With Dirt Devil’s Lake 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; 
Marrimac, WI; info@rfevents.com; www.danceswithdirt.com

07/11 Psycho Psummer Run Toto Run 10M, 20M, 50K; Kansas City, 
KS; badbendrs@yahoo.com; www.psychowyco.com

07/11 Waugoshance Trail Marathon 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Cross Village, MI; 
info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

07/18 Luna-Tics Race Series 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Kewaskum, WI; rocky@
traildogrunning.com; www.traildogrunning.com/2014_races/
race_information_luna-tic_race_series

07/25 Grand Island Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Munising, MI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

08/01 The Legend 5M, 10M, 13.1M; Laingsburg, MI; info@rfevents.com; 
www.runlegend.com

08/08 Badlands 50/50 50K, 50M; Medora, ND; eagle.endurance@
gmail.com; www.eagle-endurance.com

08/08 Tahqua Trail Run 10K, 25K; Paradise, MI; info@greatlakesendurance.
com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

08/22 Lean Horse Ultra 50K, 50M, 100M; Custer, SD; track@rushmore.
com; www.Leanhorse100.com

08/22 Rock Away Night and Day 50  50M; Meriden, KS; badbendrs@
yahoo.com; www.trailnerds.org

09/11 Rock Cut HOBO Coyote Howl Nite 10K 10K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/
hobo-runs.html

09/11 Run Woodstock 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M, 100K, 100M; Pinckney, 
MI; info@rfevents.com; www.runwoodstock.com

09/12 Hawk Hundred 26.2M, 50M, 100M; Lawrence, KS; sklover@
sunflower.com; www.hawkhundred.com/

09/12 Hennepin Hundred 50M, 100M; Sterling, IL; dirtrunner100@
yahoo.com; www.muddrunner.com/

09/12 Rock Cut HOBO Trail Race 25K 25K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/
hobo-runs.html

09/12 Wabash Trace Nature Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Shenandoah, 
IA; chamber@shenandoahiowa.net; www.shenandoahiowa.net

09/13 Evergreen Lake Ultras 17M, 34M, 51M; Hudson, IL; streeter912@
hotmail.com; www.shtrs.org

09/13 Hartman Creek 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Waupaca, WI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

09/13 Rock Cut HOBO Trail Race 50K 50K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/
hobo-runs.html

09/19 Mark Twain 100 50M, 100M; Steelville, MO; mt100rd@hotmail.
com; www.stlouisultrarunnersgroup.net

09/19 Porcupine Mountains Trail Marathon 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M; 
Silver City, MI; info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.
greatlakesendurance.com

09/26 Hungerford Trail Races 13.1M, 26.2M, 50M; Big Rapids, MI; 
hungerfordgames@gmail.com; www.hungerfordgames.com

Northeast
03/07 Laurel Run Switchbacker 10K; Boalsburg, PA; info@

tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com
03/14 Spring Thaw - The Grant@Willowsford 5K, 10K; Ashburn, VA; 

mark@rev3adventure.com; www.rev3adventure.com
03/21 Haulin’ in the Holler 5K, 25K, 50K; Eleanor, WV; redstorm1969@

gmail.com; www.haulinintheholler.wix.com/haulinintheholler
03/21 Terrapin Mountain 50K & Half Marathon 13.1M, 50K; Sedalia, 

VA; czealand@eco-xsports.com; www.eco-xsports.com/events/
terrapin/

03/28 Mile Run Trail Challenge Half Marathon 13.1M; Allenwood, PA; 
jeff@parunners.com; www.parunners.com

04/04 Dirty Kiln Trail Race 5M, 13.1M; Hollidaysburg, PA; bmazur@
alleghenytrailrunners.com; www.alleghenytrailrunners.com/
dirty-kiln-trail-race/

04/12 Tussey to Whipple  11M; Boalsburg, PA; info@tusseymountainback.
com; www.tusseymountainback.com

04/18 Babcock Gristmill Grinder 13.1M; Clifftop, WV; mountainairproduc-
tions@gmail.com; www.gristmillgrinder.com

04/18 Hyner View Trail Challenge 25K, 50K; Hyner, PA; patraildogs@
yahoo.com; www.hikerun.com

04/26 Ironmaster’s Challenge 50K; Gardners, PA; ayelk@
centralpaconservancy.org; www.ironmasterschallenge.com

05/02 24-Hour Adventure Trail Run 24H; Triangle, VA; info@
athletic-equation.com; www.athletic-equation.com

05/09 Beidleheimer Sidewinder  10K; State College, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com

05/09 Long Island Greenbelt 25K, 50K; Plainview, NY; npalazzo@
optonline.com; www.glirc.org

05/16 Capon Valley 50K Run 50K; Yellow Spring, WV; RobinKane@
msn.com; www.runcapon50k.com

05/16 Dirty Dog Trail Run 15K; Charleston, WV; dantoddruns@gmail.
com; www.wvmtr.org

05/16 Trail 2 Trail Series: Kettletown State Park 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K; 
Southbury, CT; t2tseries@gmail.com; www.trail2trailseries.com

05/17 Chief Wetona Challenge 7 Mile and Half 7M, 13.1M; Troy, PA; 
runfishclick@gmail.com; www.

05/23 Memorial Day Trail Race 15K; Lenox, MA; info@memorialdayraces.
com; www.memorialdayraces.com

06/06 Genesee Valley Trail Run 5K; Parkton, MD; crodriguez@geneseevalley.
org; www.charmcityrun.com/page.cfm?pageid=33&eid=1342

06/06 Hills & Thrills Trail Challenge 5K, 10M, 30K; Freeport, PA; 
runforhunger@gmail.com; www.runrace.net

06/06 Rothrock Trail Challenge 30K; State College, PA; patraildogs@
yahoo.com; www.rothrockchallenge.com

06/07 Treaster Kettle Test-Your-Mettle 10.6M; Boalsburg, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com

06/13 OSS/CIA 50M Night Run 50M; Triangle, VA; info@athletic-equation.
com; www.athletic-equation.com

06/20 Eastern Divide Ultra 50K; Pembroke, VA; easterndivideultra@
gmail.com; www.easterndivideultra.com

06/20 Highlands Sky Trail Run 40M; Davis, WV; wvmtr1@gmail.com; 
www.wvmtr.org

06/21 Eager Seeger Half Marathon 13.1M; Boalsburg, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com

06/21 Tanglewood Tanglefoot Trail Runs 10K, 20K; Elmira, NY; jchels@
aol.com; www.tanglewoodnaturecenter.com

07/18 Sproul 10K 10K; Hyner, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.com; www.
hikerun.com

07/25 Allegheny Front Trail Run 20K, 50K; Philipsburg, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.midstateairport.com/events/
AFT_Run.php

08/08 Kanawha Trace Trail Run 10K, 25K, 50K; Ona/Barboursville, 
WV; cory_richardson@hotmail.com; www.wvmtr.org/events/
kanawha-trace-trail-runs

08/15 Eastern States 100 100M; Waterville, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.
com; www.easternstates100.com

08/15 River Valley Run 10K; Manchester, MD; run@rivervalleyranch.
com; www.rivervalleyranch.com/rivervalleyrun

08/15 The Wilds Trail Marathon 27.8M; Waterville, PA; sandsba@
gmail.com; www.easternstates100.com

08/22 Dam Scramble Trail Event 10M, 20M; Curnwensville, PA; clfdccd@
atlantaicbbn.net; www.clfdccd.com rideandtie.org contact@rideandtie.org

 
Two people
and a horse

...one tough race.

Buckles to all finishers !

Apr 4 Chesapeake Spring, Elkton, MD
Apr 11 Giddyup & Run, Crossville, TN
Apr 25 Spokane River, Nine Mile Falls, WA
Apr 25-26 Old Dominion NO FRILLS, 
  Star Tannery, VA
May 8-9 Owyhee River Challenge, Adrian, OR
May 16 Mt. Adams, Trout Lake, WA
May 30-31 Klickitat Trek, Glenwood, WA
Jun 13 Old Dominion, Orkney Spring, VA
Jun 14 Descanso, Descanso, CA
Jun 20 Sunriver Classic, Bend, OR

Jun 27 45th RIDE & TIE WORLD 
  CHAMPIONSHIP, Ashland, OR

Jul 11-12  Bandit Springs, Prineville, OR
Jul 25-26 Seneca Stampede, Seneca, OR
Jul 25 Old Dominion Weekend, 
  Orkney Springs, VA
Aug 8 Santiam Cascade, Sisters, OR
Aug 21-22 Iron Mountain Jubilee, 
  Ivanhoe, VA
Sep 5-6 Jedi Horsemanship, Spokane, WA
Sep 6 Old Selam, Centerville, ID
Sep 6 One Heart, Maxwell, IA
Sep 11-13 East Coast Regional Champion- 
  ship, Onieda, TN “Buckles to all finishers”
Oct 10 Foothills of the Cascades, Molalla, OR
Oct 10 Coolest, Cool, CA
Oct 11 Fall Descanso, Descanso, CA
Oct 11 Man vs. Horse Equathon, 
  Inyokern,CA

2015 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
PICK A RACE AND ENTER TODAY!



09/12	 Odyssey Trail Running Rampage 3M,	13M,	26M,	40M;	Milboro,	
VA;	info@oarevents.com;	www.oarevents.com

09/12	 Rock ’N The Knob: PA’s Highest Trail Race 5M,	 20M;	
Claysburg,	 PA;	 bmazur@alleghenytrailrunners.com;	 www.
alleghenytrailrunners.com

09/13	 Dam Half & Dam Full 13.1M,	26.2M;	Mifflingburg,	PA;	joelheasley@
gmail.com;	www.midpenntrailblazers.com

09/19	 12-Hour Adventure Trail Run 12H;	 Triangle,	 VA;	 AlexP@
athletic-equation.com;	www.athletic-equation.com

09/27	 Cumberland C&O Towpath Marathon and Half Marathon 
13.1M,	 26.2M;	 Cumberland,	 MD;	 events@altisendurance.com;	
www.altisendurance.com/events/cumberland-co-towpath-
marathon-and-half-marathon

09/27	 Trail 2 Trail Series: Chatfield Hollow State Park 5K,	10K,	20K,	50K;	
KIllingworth,	CT;	t2tseries@gmail.com;	www.trail2trailseries.com

South
03/07	 Dances With Dirt Green Swamp 10K,	13.1M,	26.2M,	50K,	50M;	

Dade	City,	FL;	info@rfevents.com;	www.danceswithdirt.com
03/08	 Stanky Creek Trail Runs 13.1M,	 26.2M;	 Bartlett,	 TN;	 events@

altisendurance.com;	 www.altisendurance.com/events/
stanky-creek-marathon-and-half-marathon

03/14	 Land Between The Lakes 10K,	 23K,	 26.2M,	 60K,	 50M;	 Grand	
Rivers,	KY;	durb417@gmail.com;	www.wkrc.org

03/21	 Lake Martin Trail Runs 27M,	50M,	100M;	Russell	Cross,	AL;	david@
davidtosch.com;	www.lakemartin100mile.homestead.com

03/28	 Phipps Bend River Run 10M;	Surgoinsville,	TN;	markskelton@
markskelton.com;	www.RunTriCities.org

03/29	 Trillium Trek 5K,	10K,	13.1M;	Gainesville,	GA;	rob@elachee.org;	
www.elachee.org/trilliumtrek

04/11	 Dirty Spokes Charleston Park Trail Run 6.5M;	Cummings,	GA;	
dirtyspokes11@aol.com;	www.dirtyspokes.net

04/18	 DTR Endurance Challenge 5K,	10K,	13.1M,	50K;	Hobe	Sound,	FL;	
dtrendurance@gmail.com;	www.dtrendurance.com

04/18	 Laurel Run Ascent 11M;	Church	Hill,	TN;	markskelton@markskelton.
com;	www.RunTriCities.org

04/25	 Scenic City Trail Marathon and Half Marathon 13.1M,	 26.2M;	
Chattanooga,	TN;	randy@wildtrails.org;	www.rockcreek.com

04/25	 The Aoudad 10K,	 25K,	 50K;	 Leakey,	 TX;	 khood@alamoraces.
com;	www.alamoraces.com

05/02	 Run For Kids Challenge 10K,	50K,	12H;	Birmingham,	AL;	david@
davidtosch.com;	www.runforkidschallenge.com

05/02	 Wambaw Swamp Stomp 50M;	Cordesville,	SC;	eagle.endurance@
gmail.com;	www.2014wambawswampstomp.eventbrite.com

05/09	 Dirty Spokes Harbins Park Trail Run 3.5M,	13.1M;	Dacula,	GA;	
dirtyspokes11@aol.com;	www.dirtyspokes.net

05/15	 Thunder Rock 100 100M;	Chattanooga,	TN;	randy@wildtrails.
org;	www.rockcreek.com/thunder-rock.rco

06/06	 Hell Hole Hundred 100K,	100M;	Goose	Creek,	SC;	eagle.endurance@
gmail.com;	www.hellholehundred.eventbrite.com

06/20	 Rhododendron Run 25K 25K;	Elkhorn	City,	KY;	susanhowellky@
gmail.com;	www.cloudsplitter100.com

07/14	 Wolf Run 7M;	Kingsport,	TN;	markskelton@markskelton.com;	
www.RunTriCities.org

07/25	 Hotter ‘N Hell Trail Race 8M,	16M;	Birmingham,	AL;	david@davidtosch.
com;	www.southeasterntrailruns.com/STS-Race4-July27.html

08/08	 Still Hollow Trail Runs 10K,	 13.1M;	Chattanooga,	TN;	 randy@
wildtrails.org;	www.rockcreek.com/greenway/

08/15	 XTERRA Georgia Allatoona Creek Park 5K,	15K;	Acworth,	GA;	
dirtyspokes11@aol.com;	www.dirtyspokes.net

08/29	 Francis Marion Dirt Dash  12K,	 13.1M;	 Awendaw,	 SC;	 eagle.
endurance@gmail.com;	www.eagle-endurance.com	

09/12	 XTERRA Alabama Red Mountain Park Trail Run 4.5M,	9M;	
Birmingham,	AL;	dirtyspokes11@aol.com;	www.dirtyspokes.net

09/13	 Stanky Creek 50k/25k 25K,	 50K;	 Bartlett,	 TN;	 events@
altisendurance.com;	 www.altisendurance.com/events/
stanky-creek-marathon-and-half-marathon

09/26	 Bays Mountain Trail Race 15K;	Kingsport,	TN;	markskelton@
markskelton.com;	www.RunTriCities.org

09/26	 XTERRA Georgia Harbins Park 10K;	Dacula,	GA;	dirtyspokes11@
aol.com;	www.dirtyspokes.net

Canada
05/03	 The North Face Dirty Feet Kal Park 50 8K,	25K,	50K;	Vernon,	

BC,	Canada;	info@dirtyfeet.ca;	www.dirtyfeet.ca
05/23	 Sulphur Springs Trail Races 10K,	25K,	50K,	50M,	100M;	Ancaster,	ON,	

Canada;	ericpcameron@gmail.com;	www.burlingtonrunners.com
07/11	 Sinister 7 Ultra 100M;	 Crowsnest	 Pass,	 AB,	 Canada;	 info@

sinister7.com;	www.sinister7.com
07/11	 The Limberlost Challenge 14K,	 28K,	 42K,	 56K;	 Huntsville,	

ON,	 Canada;	 neil@thelimberlostchallenge.com;	 www.
thelimberlostchallenge.com

07/25	 Dirty Girls Run 32K,	6H,	12H,	24H;	Mansfield,	ON,	Canada;	heydiane@
dirtyrunnerproductions.com;	www.dirtyrunnerproductions.com

08/14	 Fat Dog 120 30M,	50M,	70M,	120M;	Keremeos,	BC,	Canada;	info@
mountainmadness.ca;	www.mountainmadness.ca

08/16	 The North Face Dirty Feet Trail Run #3.5 5K,	10K,	13.1M;	Revelstoke,	
BC,	Canada;	info@dirtyfeet.ca;	www.dirtyfeet.ca

08/23	 Arc’teryx Squamish 50 23K,	50K,	50M;	Squamish,	BC,	Canada;	
run@squamish50.com;	www.Squamish50.com

09/12	 Haliburton Forest 50K,	 50M,	 100M;	 Haliburton,	 ON,	 Canada;	
hjmalmberg@gmail.com;	www.haliburtonforest100.org

09/12	 The North Face Dirty Feet 50km Mountain Run & Relay - Canadian 
National 50km Championships 50K;	 Sun	 Peaks	 Resort,	 BC,	
Canada;	info@dirtyfeet.ca;	www.dirtyfeet.ca

09/27	 The North Face Dirty Feet Trail Run #4 5K,	10K,	13.1M;	Kamloops,	
BC,	Canada;	info@dirtyfeet.ca;	www.dirtyfeet.ca

2015 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
PICK A RACE AND ENTER TODAY!



KEIRA HENNINGER 
AND THE MT BALDY SAN ANTONIO CANYON HALL PRESENT

THE 50TH MT BALDY
RUN-TO-THE-TOP
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 7TH, 2015

WWW.MTBALDYSKILIFTS.COM

This years race entry will include a lift ticket down,
and a beautiful finishers medal. 

REGISTRATION OPENS: May 1st, 2015 at 6am on Ultrasignup

 RACE WEBSITE: run2top.com

7.8 mile rugged and tough trail run with 4,000’ feet of 
elevation gain, beginning at 6,000’ feet, and finishing 
atop beautiful Mt. San Antonio (Mt. Baldy) at 10,064’ feet. 
Do you have what it takes to make it to the top? 



  RACE FINDER

Custer, South Dakota
SATURDAY, 

AUGUST 22, 2015

WWW.LEANHORSE100.COM

CELEBRATE OUR 11-YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
with us on the George S. Mickelson Trail, 
voted one of the top ten trails in the world 

by Fox News in 2013.

30K, 50K, 50 MILE, 100 MILE 
AND 5 PERSON 100 MILE RELAY

HURL ELKHORN 
ENDURANCE RUNS 

50 MILE, 50K, 23K 
August 1, 2015 

 

 

e en e eal
Montana….leave v l at on

e n  

http://hurlelkhorn.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIRTYFEET.CA

2015 Canadian
Championships
50km Trail Race

The Aoudad Trail Run 
is a wild trail run in the 
heart of the Texas Hill 
Country on Saturday, 

April 25th, 2015 in 
beautiful Leakey, 

Texas. This race is part 
of the Trail Runner 
Magazine Trophy 

Series. 

(210) 888-9449 Register at 
www.ultrasignup.com 

THE AOUDAD 50K/25K/10K 
APRIL 25TH 2015 

 Medals 
 Tech-Ts 
 Camping 
 12.5 and 

6.2 mile 
loops 

 2 aid 
stations per 
loop 

 
 

 

100  & 5 0  M I LE  S O LO R AC E
100  M I LE  5-PE R S O N R E LAY

F L AT,  FA ST  &  H I STO R I C 
H E N N E P I N  C A N A L  TR A I L !

WWW.M U D D R U N N E R.COM

PA RT  O F  TH E  I L L I N O I S  U LTR A-S L A M S E R I E S

S E PTE M B E R  12&13 ,  2 015

THE
HENNEPIN
HUNDRED

WANT 
EXPOSURE?
ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 
RACE 
FINDER

> CONTACT 
Shannon Standefer 
sstandefer@bigstonepub.com
877-762-5423 X 120



  RACE FINDER  GEAR FINDER

Introducing the HH21. Stabile, 
comfortable, built to last.

Try one today! 

ORANGEMUD.COM

STABILIZED MOVEMENT

Don’t miss this one!
For more info:

Call 970-389-4838
or Go to: www.trainingrx.com

March 7th 2015
Moab’s

OFF-Road Duathlon!
(8K Trail Run, 13K Mountain Bike)

-And-

Spring Trail Run
(8k • 1/2 Marathon)

Super fun Course featuring
Classic Moab Single track 

including Slick Rock,
Red Dirt, & Scenic Views.

Event takes place just 19 miles North 
of Moab in the Klondike Bluffs area.  

Registration includes a T-Shirt, Finishers 
Medal, Awards, Food and Drink, and a 

Scenic and Well-Marked Course.

Spectacular mountain views! 
The course follows single track and Jeep 
trails along the historic Midland Railroad 

through areas north and east of town.

www.collegiatepeakstrailrun.org

Saturday, May 2, 2015

COLLEGIATE PEAKS TRAIL RUN 
25/50 MILE OPTIONS

 Buena Vista, Colorado

400+ GIFTS 4 RUNNER
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  CANADA

FAST TRAX
7326-101 Avenue
Edmonton AB T6A 0J2
780-469-9292
fasttraxskishop.com
fasttraxskishop@shaw.ca

GORD’S RUNNING STORE 
919 Centre St NW 
Calgary, AB T2E2P6 
403-270-8606 
F 403-283-8341 
gordsrunningstore.com  
info@gordsrunningstore.com

MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT COOP 
830 10th Avenue Sw 
Calgary, AB T2R 0A9 
403-269-2420

RUNNER’S SOUL
2646 South Parkside Dr.
Lethbridge, AB  T1K 0C4
403-327-2241
www.runnersoul.com 

  ARIZONA

I RUN 
4730 E. Indian School #125 

Phoenix, AZ 85018 602-368-5330 
irunshop.com

RUNNING SHOP 
3055 N Campbell #153 

Tucson, AZ 85719 520-325-5097
runningshopaz.com

  CALIFORNIA

A ZOMBIE RUNNER 
429 S California Ave
Palo Alto, Ca 94306

zombierunner.com
Info@Zombierunner.com

ADVENTURE 16 
11161 W Pico Blvd. West Los Angeles CA 
90064 310-473-4574
for other SO CAL locations see 
adventure16.com
“Salomon, Lowa, Vasque & more!

AUBURN RUNNING 
COMPANY 
833 Lincoln Way 
Auburn CA 95603 

530-823-2002 
 info@auburnrunningcompany.com 
auburnrunningcompany.com

RUNNING
REVOLUTION
RUNNING REVOLUTION
CAMPBELL/ 511 E Campbell Ave. 
Campbell CA 95008  408-374-9310 
runningrevolution.com 
info@runningrevolution.com

SAGE TO SUMMIT
312 North Main Street

Bishop, CA 93514 760-872-1756
sagetosummit.com
karen@sagetosummit.com
Fastpacking & Ultralight Mountain Gear

TRKAČ
101 W. Mcknight way, 
suite C. Grass valley, CA 

95949, (530) 274-4422
www.trkac.com, info@trkac.com

  COLORADO

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 
2775 Pearl St #103. Boulder, CO 80302 
303-RUN-WALK 
boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 
3659 Austin Bluffs Pkwy #32 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
719-278-3535 
boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 
8505 East Arapahoe Rd. Denver, CO 
80112. 303-932-6000 
boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY
2500 E 1st Ave. Denver, CO 80206
303-847-4123
boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 
8116 W Bowles #C. Littleton, CO 80123 
303-932-6000 
boulderrunningcompany.com

INDEPENDENCE RUN & HIKE 
Located in the heart of the Rockies 
586 Highway 133, Carbondale, CO 81623 
970-704-0909 
independencerunandhike.com 
independencerun@sopris.net

  CONNECTICUT

 

OUTDOOR SPORTS CENTER 
80 Danbury Rd. Wilton, CT. 06897 
203-762-8797; 800-782-2193;
outdoorsports.com

  IDAHO

 

SHU’S IDAHO RUNNING COMPANY 
1758 W State ST. Boise ID 83702 
208-344-6604; F 208-344-6608 
idahorunningcompany.com
shuguy2000@yahoo.com

PULSE RUNNING & FITNESS SHOP
3100 E Florence. Meridian ID. 83642. 
208-884-1141 F 208-884-1336
racingpulse.com, holly@racingpulse.com

  MARYLAND

FALLS ROAD 
RUNNING STORE 
6247 Falls Rd, 

Baltimore, MD 21209 410-296-5050 
baltimorerunning.com 
pete@baltimorerunning.com

HOLABIRD SPORTS  
9220 Pulaski HWY. Baltimore, MD  
21220. 866-860-1416; 410-687-6400 
F 410-687-7311. holabirdsports.com 
info@holabirdsports.com

  MASSACHUSETTS
 

NEW ENGLAND RUNNING COMPANY
Commodore Plaza  43 Enon St. Beverly 
MA 01915. 978-922-887 F 978-922-8871 
nerunningco.com, dave@nerunningco.com

  MICHIGAN

RUNNING FIT 
ANN ARBOR WEST / 5700 Jackson Rd
Ann Arbor, MI 48103. 734-929-9022
runningfit.com
annarbor2@runnnigfit.com 

RUNNING FIT 
TRAVERSE CITY / 300 East Front 
Street, Suite 10, Traverse City, MI 
49684. 231-932-5401
runningfit.com
traverse2@runnnigfit.com

  MINNESOTA
 

TC RUNNING COMPANY
6405 City Parkway B5
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
952-944-7386
tcrunningco.com
info@tcrunningco.com

  MONTANA

BOZEMAN RUNNING 
COMPANY 
126 East Main Street, 

Bozeman, MT 59715. 406-587-1135
bozemanrunningcompany.com
info@bozemanrunningcompany.com

THE RUNNERS EDGE 
325 N Higgins Ave 
Missoula, MT 59802 

406-728-9297;F 406-728-1346 
runnersedgemt.com 
anders@runnersedgemt.com

  NEW JERSEY

CAMPMOR 
810 Route 17 N 
Paramus NJ 07652 
201-445-5000 
800-CAMPMOR (226-7667) 
campmor.com 
customerservice@campmor.com

 NEW MEXICO

RUNNING HUB
527 W. Cordova Rd Suite B
Santa Fe NM 87505
505-820-2523
runsantafe.com
john@runsantafe.com

  NEW YORK

WESTCHESTER ROAD RUNNER 
179 E Post Rd 
White Plains, NY 10601 
914-682-0637;  
F 914-949-4166 
westchesterroadrunner.com 
westchesterrr@aol.com

  NEVADA

RED ROCK RUNNING COMPANY 
120 S Green Valley Parkway 
Henderson, NV 89012 
702-998-9054 
redrockrunningcompany.com 
redrockrunningco@gmail.com

RED ROCK RUNNING COMPANY
7350 W CHEYENNE, STE 106
LAS VEGAS, NV 89129
702-870-4786
redrockrunningcompany.com
redrockrunningco@gmail.com

RENO RUNNING COMPANY 
13987 S Virginia Street, 
Suite 704, Reno, NV 89511 
775-853-8017 
renorunningcompany.com 
info@renorunningcompany.com

  NORTH CAROLINA

ULTRA RUNNING COMPANY
1027 Providence Road. Charlotte, NC 
28207. 980-237-6624
ultrarunningcompany.com
info@ultrarunningcompany.com

BULL CITY RUNNING COMPANY 
202 W NC HWY 54 STE 201 
Durham, NC 27713. 919-265-3904 
bullcityrunning.com 
bullcityrunning@gmail.com

JUS RUNNING 
523 Merrimon Ave, 
Ste. 1 Asheville, NC 28804. 
828-252-7867 

F 828-252-7817. jusrunning.com 
jusrun@bellsouth.net
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  OHIO

FLEET FEET COLUMBUS
1270 E. Powell Road
Oak Creek Shopping Center
Lewis Center, OH 43035
614-846-5625
fleetfeetcolumbus.com

  OREGON

ROGUE VALLEY 
RUNNERS 
161 E Main Street 

Ashland, OR 97520
541-201-0014; F 541-201-0033 
roguevalleyrunners.com 
info@roguevalleyrunners.com

SHORTT SUPPLY 
COMPANY 
116 Oak St, Hood River, 
OR 97031. 
541-386-5474 

shorttsupply.com
brian@shorttsupply.com

  PENNSYLVANIA

FLYING FEET SPORT SHOES 
1511 Mt Rose Ave
York, PA 17403 
717.845.2833 
info@flyingfeet.com 
flyingfeet.com

NATIONAL RUNNING CENTER
318 Davis Street
Clarks Summit, PA 18411
570-586-1620
nationalrunningcenter.com
info@nationalrunningcenter.com

RUNNERS SOLE
CHAMBERSBURG 
1228 Lincoln Way East Suite A 
Chambersburg, PA 17202 
717.262.2109 
therunnerssole.com 
therunnerssole@embarqmail.com

  SOUTH CAROLINA

VDP MULTISPORT COMPANY
300 Long Point Lane, Suite 125
Columbia SC 29229
803-343-9369
velocitydistanceproject.com
We carry Hokas, Inov-8, Newton, 
Salomon, and Altra shoes

  TENNESSEE

RIVER SPORTS OUTFITTERS 
2918 Sutherland Knoxville, 
TN 37919. 865 523-0066; F 865 525-
6921. riversportsoutfitters.com 
info@riversportsoutfitters.com

ROCK/CREEK 
@ 2 NORTH SHORE
301 Manfacturers Rd. 
Chattanooga, TN 37405. 
423-265-5969. rockcreek.com
info@rockcreek.com

ROCK/CREEK 
@ HAMILTON CROSSING
2200 Hamilton Place Blvd
Chattanooga, TN 37421
423-485-8775. rockcreek.com
info@rockcreek.com

RUNNER’S MARKET 
4443 Kingston Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37919 
865-588-1650 
runnersmarket.com 
shoes@runnersmarket.com

  UTAH

SALT LAKE 
RUNNING CO 
2454 S 700 E.
Salt Lake City, UT 

84106  (801) 484-9144
saltlakerunningco.com
info@saltlakerunningco.com

STRIDERS - LAYTON
1776 N 400 W. Layton UT 84041
801-728-9121, stridersrunning.com
striders@stridersrunning.com
stridersrunningblog.com

STRIDERS - OGDEN
1937 Washington Blvd
Ogden UT 84401
801-621-1444
stridersrunning.com
striders@stridersrunning.com
www.stridersrunningblog.com

WASATCH RUNNING CENTER- 
SANDY 8946 S State St, Sandy, UT 
84070. 801-566-8786 
wasatchrunningcenter.com 
Glen@wasatchrunningcenter.com

WASATCH RUNNING CENTER - 
CENTERVILLE
316 Marketplace Drive. Centerville UT 
84014  801-296-8786
wasatchrunningcenter.com
Glen@WasatchRunningCenter.com

Powder House Ski Shops

WASATCH 
POWDER HOUSE
3138 E 6200 S. Hollady 
UT 84121. 801-987-3005

wasatchpowderhouse@gmail.com
SkiShoeBike.com

 VIRGINIA

THE AID STATION
1035 Avalon Drive
Forest, VA 24551
434-525-2225
theaidstation.com

 WEST VIRGINIA

TWO RIVERS TREADS
107 W. German Street
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
(304) 876-1100
tworiverstreads.com
trtreads@gmail.com
The Nation’s first in natural, healthy 
footwear

  WASHINGTON

BALANCED ATHLETE
800 N 10th Place Unit F
Renton, WA 98057
425-282-4556
thebalancedathlete.com
eric@thebalancedathlete.com

SEVEN HILLS RUNNING SHOP
3139 West Government Way Suite B, 
Seattle WA 98199
206-941-5866
sevenhillsrunningshop.com
Facebook- Instagram - Twitter

  WISCONSIN

BERKELEY RUNNING COMPANY 
2852 University Avenue 
Madison, WI  53705 
608-395-2375; F 608-395-2376 
berkeleyrunningcompany.com 
info@berkeleyrunningcompany.com

CLEAR WATER OUTDOOR
744 West Main St
Lake Geneva WI 53147
262-348-2420
F (262) 348-2421
clearwateroutdoor.com
info@clearwateroutdoor.com

LIST YOUR STORE!  CALL 877.762.5423 X117  WWW.TRAILRUNNERMAG.COM

A ZOMBIE RUNNER 
zombierunner.com 
info@zombierunner.com 
650-325-2048 
429 S California Ave  
Palo Alto CA 94306

CAMPMOR 
campmor.com 
info@campmor.com 
800-CAMPMOR  
800-226-7667 
Catalog - PO Box 680-TR3

RIVER SPORTS OUTFITTERS 
riversportsoutfitters.com 
ed@riversportsoutfitters.com 
865-523-0066 F 865-525-6921.  
2918 Sutherland,Knoxville, TN 37919

 

ROCK/CREEK  
RockCreek.com 
info@RockCreek.com 
888-707-6708 
301 Manufacturers Road 
Chattanooga, TN 37405
Tennessee 

 

SOCK GEEK 
Running Sock Superstore 
sockgeek.com 
info@sockgeek.com 
Austin, TX

MAD ATHLETE
madathlete.com
support@madathlete.com
866-794-9692
Winchester, MA 01890

VDP MULTISPORT ONLINE
www.velocitydistanceproject.com
velocitydistanceproject@yahoo.com
803-343-9369
300 Long Point Lane, Suite 125
Columbia SC 29229

Online Gear 
Resource
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standing next to him, nods approvingly.
“Better out than in, mate,” says the 

friend.
I can’t help but laugh and tweak the 

Talking Heads lyric in my head, “This is 
not my beautiful house / This is not my 
beautiful life!”

In my regular life, I belong to a 
demographic where appearances matter. 
When women in my neighborhood get 
dirty, they’re usually wearing garden 
gloves. They exercise at a barre or spin 
studio, and they visit a dermatologist 
to melt away the lines between their 

eyebrows. Adventure might be chaperoning a field trip—
something I do, too.

I have a mild side that appreciates the community in which I live 
and raise my two teens, yet the wild side yearns to break out of the 
bubble. So I hit the trails and run hard. I never want to lose touch 
with the natural world or take creature comforts for granted.

But a daily trail run can only do so much to build character and 
renew gratitude. That’s why I believe in endeavoring to go on a 
journey to somewhere far beyond my comfort zone, for at least a 
week each year.

In the first five stages, we run back-to-back marathons with a 
53-miler on Day 3, scrambling up the rocky faces of vermillion 
cliffs and slippery sides of pink-hued sand dunes. Then we unite 
at camp to care for our feet, rehydrate our paltry dried meals-in-a-
bag and revel in each others’ company. 

On the next-to-last morning, a maniacal guy exhorts his tent 
mates to run one more stage on slow, tired legs by screeching, “It’s 
show time, bitches! We’re gonna rock these 26 miles!”

Later on the trail, slogging through soft footing, one runner says 
to another, “I don’t know what I’m going to do next week, walking 
on a hard surface. I’m quite going to miss this sand.”

“I’m going to miss eating out of a bag,” replies his friend.
I’m going to miss these people and the environment. I especially 

will miss this stripped-down, off-the-grid life where my only job is 
to run from one point to another and survive along the way.

And I’ll even miss the smelly, earthy dirtiness. I don’t want it all 
to wash away.
 
Sarah Lavender Smith, a Contributing Editor at Trail Runner, 
lives in Piedmont, California. She finished second female and 13th 
overall in the Grand to Grand Ultra. Her race report is on her blog, 
TheRunnersTrip.com.

Attempting to cool 
down in the afternoon 
heat, I squirt a small 
amount of rationed 
drinking water onto the 
fabric buff around my 
neck, which I’ve been 
using all week to wipe 
my nose. The smell of 
campfire smoke lingers 

in my hair and blends with the rank odor from my upper body.
Around me, skinny, scratched-up, half-dressed runners step 

gingerly on bandaged feet through a campsite where briers sprout 
burrs and anthills spill red ants. On some of the runners’ backs and 
shoulders, medical tape covers welts of chafed skin caused by the 
rubbing of packs.

Some 100 people and I are into Day 5 of a seven-day odyssey 
known as the Grand to Grand Ultra, a 170-mile self-supported 
stage race that involves running cross-country through sandy, 
technical terrain and severe weather while carrying our food and 
gear on our backs.

Most tend to think of this race as an athletic event that presents 
an extreme test of endurance, and it certainly is that. But I also 
think of—and value—it as a lifestyle challenge that provides a taste 
of a wild, tribal and ascetic way of life that has mostly disappeared 
from our 21st-century developed world.

A thread of conversation floats out of a canvas tent where two 
hungry runners bargain over calories. “I’ll trade you two oatmeals 
for 300 calories of something salty,” says one. “I’m dying for salt!”

A shirtless British runner nearby, who’s wearing slippers he 
made at camp by cutting pieces of cardboard and attaching them 
to his feet with hair ties, produces a thunderous fart. Another Brit, 

BY SARAH LAVENDER SMITH

W earing raggedy 
gray underwear 
and a black sports 

bra stained with dried sweat, 
I step out of a canvas tent in 
the high desert backcountry of 
Southern Utah.

The author in the middle of the Grand to Grand Ultra.

Reality Check
Chucking life, if only once a year

A daily trail run can only do so 
much to build character and 
renew gratitude. That’s why I 
believe in endeavoring to go on a 
journey to somewhere far beyond 
my comfort zone, for at least a 
week each year. 
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PHOTO / DAN HOLZ 

Staying hydrated and fueled is key for outdoor enthusiasts and 

athletes who enjoy covering long distances quickly. The Rev Series 

perfectly suits the highly technical needs of trail running and  

endurance racing while also serving as a perfect companion to anyone 

who appreciates smaller volume, streamlined hydration packs.

TR AIL RUNNING / ENDUR ANCE / HYDR AULICS LTT M

ospreypacks.com
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www.julbousa.com

VENTURY SUNGLASSES / The choice for trail visionary
Jason Schlarb / Julbo Team

11:17 am

18:32 pm

One lens is all you need

The world needs your vision




